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In the sparkling beauty, in the lustrous coloring and
in the zest that they bring to motoring, the Buick Sport
Roadsters fit the spirit of springtime.
Quite in keeping with every outdoor pastime, equally
suited toevery day tasks and duties and always smart,
up to the minute and attractive, the sport roadsters
provide luxurious motoring.

Only a trip behind the wheel can reveal how far their
appointments and refinement have bettered motor car
comfort and convenience.

Sixes

Fours
Pets. Roadater
Pass. Touring
Pass. Coupe Past. Sedan Paaa. Touring
Sedan - - Sport Roadater
2
5
3
S
5

$865
885
1175
1395
1325
1025

2 Paas. Roadater $1175
5 Paas. Touring 1195
5 Pass. Touring
Sedan • • 5 Pass. Sedan -

4 Paaa. Coupe >$1895
7 Paaa. Touring
7 Paas. Sedan Sport Roadater
Sport Touring •

Prices f. o. b. Buick Factories; government ta»
to be added. Ask about the G. M. A. C. Purchase
Plan, which provides for Deferred Payments,
D-15-32-NP

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

PARK STREET
TEL 238

WE HAVE ALL MODELS ON OUR SHOW ROOM FLOOR FOR
DEMONSTRATION

When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

Perhaps you may think of
Swift & Company as a one family
affair. Many do.
It really consists of about
100,000 people, working together
with a common aim.

45,000 of these own shares in
the business. Over 50,000 of them
are workers in Swift & Company.
16,000 of the workers are, share
holders.
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DESERVED PRAISE
"It’s Easy To Kick,” Says
Camden Editor In Praising
Season’s Trolley Service.
We have already taken occasion to
rail the attention of the public to the
excellent service maintained by the
electric railway during the past period
ot extremely cold weather and heavy
sr.ow and we do not feel that it Is
wrong to mention it again at this tim“.
We are prone to criticize public util
ities upon the slightest provocation and
there are those who seem to feel it
their privilege to find fault with the
railroad because it is the railroad, if
for no other reason. It is seldom that
we have a word of praise for it. even
when it does well. We ought to re
member, however, that the officials and
employes of the railway company are
human beings like the rest of us and
both smart under criticism, especially
if it be unjust, and are pleased at the
commendations of their honest and
successful efforts to serve their public.
Honest and constructive criticism is
proper and helpful, and so is honest
praise for well directed and successful
efforts. With these facts in view, we
belive a little praise for the successful
efforts of the Central Maine Power Co.
in keeping its local lines open during
the past season is proper and timely
I; is easy to "kick' aJbout having cold
leet on the cars, having to wait for
their: in the snow, etc. We have had
cold feet around our kitchen stoves this
winter and know something about the
difficulty of keeping our front walks
clear of snow, and so, perhaps, we can
realize the mighty task that has con
fronted the railway during the past un
usual winter. Notwithstanding these
diftlfulties they have succeeded in
keeping their road open every day, and
if the mails have been late it has very
seldom been the fault of the electric
read
We hold no brief for the road and
wouldn't hesitate to criticize It if we
deemed it necessary, but we are glad lo
speak the above good word for its
efforts this winter, appreciating as we
do the difficulties it has had and re
membering that the Knox county towns
could not well get along without its
services, especially in the winter.—
Camden Herald.
“NERO" AT THE PARK
The excesses of Nero's reign are re
produced on the screen, and include the
House of gold, broiled peacocks, foun
tains of perfume, stuffed wild boars,
milk baths, and other extravagances
depicted in this Fox film spectacle.
The wildest imagination can scarcely
conjure up all of the fabulous and ex
travagant excesses of the reign of the
tyrant Nero, Emperor of Rome. He dij
things never heard of before and no
tyrant who followed him since has
dared duplicate his amazing feats.
Yet on the screen in the wonderful
motion picture "Nero,” which will be
presented
the l’ark Theatre tomor
row and Thursday, the worst excesses
of Nero are reproduced in all of their
devilishingenuity. Nero built the cost
liest palace the world has ever known.
Ii was called the “Domus Aurea" or
the "Golden House,” as most of the
decorations were of solid gold. Even
the turniture of one room was made
entirely of gold. Here Nero held most
of his orgies This room in the golden
house, on Palatine Hill, which has par
tially uncovered by recent excavations
in Rome, was visited by Mr. Edwards
in photographing this wonderful pict
ure.
From Chevalier’s famous painting an
orgy in the palace of Nero in this idenitcal room of gold, Mr. Edwards repro
duced the gorgeous and elaborate scenic
setting which now form the background
for that part of the picture which
shows Nero indulging in his favorite
indoor sports and pastimes of eating,
getting drunk and making love.
All the amazing features in the reign
of the most hated tyrant the world has
ever known are reproduced on a gor
geous and elaborate scale in the Wil
liam Fox picture "Nero.” It is not only
of enormous interest as an educational
picture, which every student should
see, but it also carries a wholesome and
absorbing love story of a young Chris
tian girl who becomes the object of
Nero's amorous advances, and who is
saved ultimately from his clutches
through the efforts of a young patrician
who makes her his wife.
Prices, balcony 28c, floor 35c, matinee
and night.—adv.

Pages 19, 20 and 21 of our 1923
year book, just published, bring out
who and what Swift & Company is,
in a way that helps you to under
stand all industry—how it oper
ates, why it has to operate in just
that way.
And it tells of the organization
that has made Swift’s Premium
Ham and Bacon, Brookfield Butter
and Eggs, and Brookfield Sausage,
— household words for excellence.

Send for
a copy—FREE
Swift&Company 1923Year Book
Address: Swift A Company,
Public Relations Dept.
U. S. Yaids,
Chicago

To have your films promptly

Swift & Company,
U. S. A.

developed and printed

A aation-wid, organization owned by note than

send or bring them to

45,000 shareholder*

CARVER’S
122 A

BOOK STORE

CONGRESS ADJOURNS
Sixty-Seventh Session
Re
markable In Many Ways—
Filibusterers’ Power Felt.
The final chapter of the 67th Con
gress was written Sunday morning
Reviewing its accomplishments Lawrance Martin, staff correspondent of
tl:e United Press says:
e * • •
The outstanding domestic legislation
of the 67th Congress was the FordneyMcCumber tariff act. The House ways
end means committee got to work on
it before the Congress assembled, and
it passed the House duly 21. 1921. It
was more than a year later, or Aug. 19.
that it passed the Senate. It took the
place of the Democratic UnderwoodSimmons law.
As the Administration came into
power on an economy platform, the en
actment of the budget system of mak
ing government appropriations was
generally regarded by Republicans as
their next greatest achievement.
The soldier bonus bill also passed both
houses, but President Harding vetoed
it on the ground that it made no pro
vision for raising money to pay the
bonus and that the Treasury was not
et>le itself to And the money. Though
the pro-bonus group was strong in
Congress, due partly to the imminence
of the 1922 election, insufficient votes
to override the veto were available and
the bonus failed.
The coal strike of 1922 caused en
actment of two measures, one aimed
at prevention of future strikes, the oth
er io insure equitable distribution of
fuel resources The first was created
by the Borah bill oif a fact-finding com
mission, to delve into the coal industry
and bring up for Congress facts upon
which an industrial code for the coa!
industry might be based. The work of
this commission is in process of per
formance, and a partial report has been
made to President Harding. The other
measure revived tfi a degree Federal
control, by appointment of a Federal
fuel distributor, in charge of coal disti ibution.
Three sets of appropriation bills were
passed, involving billions of dollars for
the upkeep of the government. These
bills, the last of which were finally en
acted in the closing days of the present
session, will carry the government until
June 30, 1924.
In the closing days of the Congress
there was also enacted a bill both do
mestic and international in its implica
tions. This was the measure approv
ing the refunding of the British war
debt of $4,600,000,000.
• « * «
Because of a fillbusier in the Senate,
which will go down n» one of the most
remarkable in senatorial annals, the
“pet measure” of the Administration,
tne merchant marine or ship subsidy
bill, failed of passage.
The House
passed it, but though Administration
leaders tried in every way to get it
through the Senate, a group of Demo
crats and farm bloc Republicans ob
structed it to death.
Most filibusters in Congress tie up
the whole legislative program and pre
vent any business being done for the
time being The ship subsidy filibuster,
however, did not delay any appropria
tion bills or seriously interfere with
other legislation. It was conducted
less by means of protracted speeches
than by forcing other measures inty
places of precedence over the subsidy.
President Harding pleaded hard for the
subsidy, but his efforts were unavail
ing.
Senate filibuster also killed the
Dyer anti-lynching bill. This filibuster
was short but most cleverly handled.
It evidenced considerable poker ability
on the part of those responsible. They
biuffed the Senate into the belief that
insistence on the Dyer bill would spell
disaster, and the sponsors of the bill
laid down their hands.
Having come into power, in part, as
they felt, on the issue of keeping the
country out of the League of Nations,
the Republicans negotiated a separate
peace treaty with Germany. This the
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Senate ratified early in the present
Congress. It also ended the long dis
pute with Colombia growing out of the
acquisition of land for the Panama
Canal by ratifying a treaty providing
for payment of $25,000,000 to Colom
bia
In passing the naval appropriation
bill ip the first session, the Senate add
ed an amendment by Senator Borah,
requesting President Harding to call
an international conference on the lim
itation of armaments. This conference,
r ow historic, resulted in several treat
ies, which were submitted to the Sen
ate Feb. 10, 1922, by President Harding.
They were ratified without much diffi
culty, the four-power Pacific treaty
and the five-power naval limitation
t'eaty causing the greatest discussion.
The last of the treaties was disposed of
March 30. 1922.
This Congress also saw the official
vindication and the passing of Senator
Truman H. Newberry of Michigan. For
three years following his election in
1918 Newberry had been the central
figure in courts and in the Senate of a
unique election contest growing out of
the expenditure of money in his cam
paign for nomination and election. The
U- S. Supreme Court had set aside his
conviction on the ground that the lawunder which he was convicted was un
constitutional. A Senate committeo
investigated, and finally the majority
reported that Newberry was blameless
and clearly entitled to his seat. A
Democratic minority held a contrary
view, and the Senate, after a protracted
tight seated Newberry in January,
1922. The case was made an issue in
the 1922 election, and many senators
felt its effects. Soon after the results
of that election Newberry on Nov. 19,
1922, resigned and went to Europe,
Death laid its hand heavily upon the
67th Congress, Four senators and more
than a score of House members died.
The senators were Knox, Penrose and
Crow of Pennsylvania and Watson of
Georgia. The House members included
James R. Mann of Illinois, for many
years a conspicuous figure in the
House.
In the next Congress 15 senators who
sat in the upper house anti a large
number of House members will no
ionger be upon the rolls, having been
defeated in the 1922 elections or having
voluntarily retired.
It was the first Congress in American
history to hold four sessions. Counting
the special session of the Senate, It
held five.
The Senate net the record for the
longest legislative day. This day was
88 calendar days long. It lasted from
pril 20 to August 2, 1922. during the
tariff debate, and was brought to a
close, when the Senate adjourned be
cause of the death of Senator Crow,
Pennsylvania.
It seated the first woman who ever
occupied a place in the Senate, Mrs. W.
Il Felton of Georgia, who by appoinli en: was senator for a day following
the death of Senator Tom Watson.
li saw three women occupying seats
in the House.

IRON WORKS’ CONTRACT

Bath Will Build Turbines To Be Used
on the Eastern's New Steamships.
Ex-Governor William T. Cobb, pres
ident of the Bath Iron Works, Ltd., an
nounced Friday that his company has
received the contract to build all the
propelling turbines for the two big
steamers to be built by the Bethlehem
Steel Corp., for the Eastern Steamship
Lines, Inc.
The total horsepower of the turbines
on each ship will be 7.600. Each ship
will be eqipped with four turbines, two
high and two low presure, or eight
turbines for the two boats. The con
tract calls for delivery at the end of
this year and means there will be
plenty of work in the machine shop
during the year for all the work on the
turbines will be done in this depart
ment. The contract is pleasing news
to the machinists in the employ of the
company.—Bath Times.

IN THE NAVY

Young Men of Knox County Legislative Committee Will
Are Invited To Consider
Report In Behalf Of Private
This Opening For a Career.
Corporation, It Is Said.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Letters are received at the Navy Re
cruiting Ofiice from young men in your
locality which indicate that it is not
generally known that the United States
Navy is accepting young men for en
listment and it seemed that a news
item in your paper similar to the one
enclosed would prove of interest and
value to your readers. From her earli
est history the State of Maine has been
represented by her sons in our Navy
and in every war and national emer
gency her men have served with dis
tinction and honor. The Navy of to
day presents opportunities that no
young man can afford to neglect
L. J. Gulliver,
Lt. Commander, U. S. Navy Recruiting
Officer.
Boston, Feb. 28.

* • • «

The article enclosed in Commander
Gulliver’s communication follows:
The U. S. Navy Recruiting Service
with headquarters in Boston, Mass., de
sires to acquaint the parents and young
men of Rockland and vicinity with the
splendid opiairtunity that are offered
to young men who enlist in our Navy.
The youth <«f the North have not up to
now realized how great these opisirtunities are and have not seized them
to any thing like the same extent as
have the youth of the Southern and
Western States. The Navy is now en
listing young men of 18 years and over.
The Navy Department for many
years has operated its own trade
schools, where enlisted men who showpromise and ability are sent for courses
of instruction for periods varying from
six weeks to eight months. These
schools encompass every technical
activity of our Navy and consist of the
following: Shipfittcr, carpenter, black
smith, painter, moulder, paternmaker,
machinist, electrician, diver, pharma
cist, photographer, radio, aviator, stew
ard, cook and baker.
In addition to those opportunities the
Navy Department has mapped out new
and very extensive courses of technical
education that will be available at all
times for all men on board ship. This
is the outcome of the determination on
the part of Secretary Denby that the
men of our Navy must be given every
opportunity to acquire in connection
with their naval duties educational
courses that will advance them in
knowledge and efficiency during their
enlistment. Such men on their return
to civil life form the nucleus of a pow
erful reserve for tlie Navy In time of
national emergency.
In steam engineering the course will
comprise practical steam engineering,
boilers, steam turbines, pumps, refri
geration, sheet metal drafting, motorboat engines. Under the department of
electricity there will be courses in
practical electricity, elementary mag
netism, theory of direct current mach
inery, theory of alternating currents
and searchlights. In navigation there
will be courses in ocean and coast nav
igation- and in advanced navigation.
For those interested in clerical work,
the courses will consist of office pro
cedure, typewriting, shorthand, book
keeping and accountant. The medical
department offers instruction in ana
tomy, physiology, first aid, chemistry
and pharmacy.
Men interested in manual trades may
choose courses in carpentry, shipfittihg, painting, blacksmithing, printing,
sailmaking,
patternmaking.
Under
ordnance and gunnery the courses open
include ordnance, ammunition, guns,
torpedoes, turrets and fire control and
finally there are courses in radio and
sound apparatus.

STRAND THEATRE

R. 17. Collins is prepared to assist in
making income tax returns. 375 Main
Two of the most popular stars in the
Street.—20-tf
movie world are Earle Williams and
Rodolph Valentino, and both are seen
today in ‘’’A Rogue's Romance.” One of
the chief attractions at the Cafe D'Ot
in Paris is the native dance of the
Ferret, an Apache. This king of the
underworld is considered a great power
and it is regarded as dangerous to
cross him. But Mons. Picard, a master
crock, knows no fear and he beards the
Did you ever hear of anybody' retiring
lion in his den Then follows a battle
of wits. The story has all the charm of
on the money they had spent?
en Arsene Lupin, the adventure of a
Radies,” the romance of Balzac, th)
$744,490.24
appeal of a De Maupassant, the drama
ol Dumas and the mystery of Lcroux.
Skillfully threaded through the plot
in INTEREST has been paid by this
re gay scenes of ballroom and tavern,
institution to the people of Knox
Apache dances and countless flashes of
the night life in Paris. It is a picture
County during the past nineteen
that will be talked about because it is
years.
an unusual story given a rich and pol
ished setting.
YOUR SAVINGS ARE
Dorothy Gish, dainty, delightful and
audacious, will charm the Wednesday
PROTECTED
and Thursday audiences in "The Counrjf Flapper." Jolanda, the Country
in a Trust Company, as the State Law
Flapper, dreamed of love and romance.
Nathaniel Huggins, village dude, son
requires us to hold in separate reserve
of Ezra Huggins, the town druggist,
was the aippte of her eye. In spite of
$1.00 worth of assets as security for
Old Grouch Huggins’ objections thh ror ance was progressing nicely until
every $1.00 of Savings Deposits.
Marguerite, just through finishing
school. returned to the village
Her
vampish vaporin-gs captivated "Natty."
He fell for her charms but little Jo
landa was not to be jilted. Natty's fa
ROCKLAND, ME.
ther, besides being a druggist, also
WARREN
VINALHAVEN,
UNION,
CAMDEN,
conducted a whisky still, information
ef which came to the town newspape
When the editor demanded that Hug
gins buy the bankrupt paper under
threat of an expose, Jolanda, conceaed
in a trunk, heard the shady transaction
and saw Ezra pay over the money belonging to the church. Having Hug
gins in her power, sho forced him I
approve of her engagement to "Natty."
He presented the lovers with a horse
ROCKLAND, MAINE
and buggy as a stlenc bribe, and then
set fire to the barn in which his still
By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
was located. The story has a thrilling
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
climax. With it is a Larry Semon com
edy, likewise a Sherlock Holmes story
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
—advwhen the future daya of need shall arrive.

Be Thrifty

Security Trust Company

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.
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TO FAVOR BRIDGE

The Davis Garment Store, comer of
Main and Elm streets, has some special
trades In ladies’ new spring dresses,
coats and suits.
27-28

An Augusta special in the Portland
Express of Saturday evening had tho
following to say about the Kennebec
Bridge:
"While the ways and bridges com
mittee of the Legislature has not yet
considered the Bath bridge matter, in
executive session there is every good
reason for believing that when the re
port does come, it will be favorable to
the bridge project in a modified form.
The sentiment of the majority of the
members of the committee is said to be
favorable to the granting of a charter
for a bridge corporation which will
permit of the structure being erected
within a very short time.
"The State will not be asked to con
tribute anything to the cost of the
bridge nor to guarantee its bonds, but
the charter, so it is said, may contain
a provision far the collection of toll
charges from those who use the same.
"The cost of the bridge will be in the
neighborhood of four million dollars.
To its support the Maine Central has
offered to pay a rental of $100,000
annually. It Is believed that the
revenues that could be derived from
tolls would be sufficient when added
to the rental income, to pay interest
charges and cost of maintenance.
“There would also be a provision
that the Slate could take the bridge
over and make it free whenever it felt
able to do so.
'There is strong objection of course
to the toll provisions, but this would
probably be regarded as acceptable if
the bridge could be obtained in no
other way.
'These conclusions are drawn from
conversations with members of the
committee and not from any action
that has been taken as yet."

THE ONLY WAY
For The World To Regain Its Freedom
Is To Turn About Face

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Sin is Ihe "great root of all our -pres
ent misery." The present danger is
that we think that we have discovered
devices by which we may avoid the
.enalties of sin and cheat Mother Naure out of her time-honored rule that
'whatsoever a man soweth that shall
he also reap."
Jt may be true that the ways of sin
are now more convenient, the excuses
for sin more plausible and the danger
of being caught may seem no longer
threatening. Our Jaunty indifference
to the Ten Commandments we may
vividly express with a shrug of thy
shoulders and the avowal of the epi
cure, “I should worry,” but all this
present escape of settling with the
fiddler only means that the fiddler will
have to be paid bye and bye.
The laws of the moral universe are
not subject to repeal by referendum.
They are as eternal as the hills. We
must not forget that our greatest Amer
ican bovel. Hawthorne’s "Scarlet Letter,"
brands the punishment of sin into the
very sinew of the soul. Like George
Sliot’s "Romola,” it lives because it
aints the retribution of sin true to
universal experience and true to God's
aw We cannot scorn this truth when
we remember that so profound a
thinker and so gentle a poet as Brown
ing affirms, "There may be a heaven,
there must be a hell."
One phase of this present jauntiness
is the lofty contempt which many af
fect toward the church. It may seem
well enough to pass her portals day
after day with smug indifference. One
may appear smart who stands outside '
with supercilious criticism, watching
for every flaw and frailty within the
hurch in order to win the applause of
'he ungodly with extravagant recitals
of her weaknesses. But such a person
may be challenged to invest his money
ind to bring up his children in a com
munity where there are no churches,
lust now they have very -little use for
of that country as congenial for resithe church in Russia, but who thinks
deuce? • Those who have at heart the
l est interest of their community will
not be numbered among those who ig
nore the church.
We are beginning now to taste the
bitterness of our Independence of Ood
and our disdain of the teachings of the
Lord Christ. Things are gone awry
with our civilization and our boasts of
reconstruction arc growing less confi
dent. We may as well face matters
und acknowledge that we are in trouble
because we have lost our consciousness
of God. The way out of our trouble is
to return to God—and there is no other
way- We may acknowledge our need
of the Lord Christ and find healing, or
we -may scorn such penitence and go on
tc more trouble. We are free to choose.
The Good .Shepherd stunds waiting to
lead the world into green pastures
when the world is ready to follow. Ho
has given his life for the world in vica
rious sacrifice.
Art then weary, art then languid,
Art thou sore distrest ?
"Coine to ale," salt-h One, "and, cowing.
Be at rest."
Hath In- marks to lead me to him.
If he he my guide 1
"In his feet and hands are wound-prints,

And Ilia side."

If I ask him to receive me,
Will he say me nay ?
"Not tlW earth and nut hill heaven
Pass away."

(Rev.) Benjamin P. Browne.
Rockland, March 5.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
A BED-TIME SONG
Sway to and fro, in the twilight grey.
This is the ferry for Shadow-town ;
It. always sails at the end of the day,
Just as the darkness is closing down.
Best, little head on my shoulder, so*
A sleepy kiss is the only fare.
Drifting away from the world we go.
Baby and I iu the rocking chair.
Set where the Are-logs glow and spark.
Glitter the lights of the shadow land:
Tin winter rain on the window, hark!
Arc ripples lapping upon its slraud.
There, where tlie mirror is glancing dim,
A lake lies shimmering, cool and still,
Blossoms are waving above its brim.
Those over there on the window sill.
Bock alow, more slow, In the dusky light.
Silently lower the anchor down!

Dear little passenger, say “Good Night”—
We’ve reached the harbor of Shadow-town.
e-iUUan Dynevoc Bico.
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MAINE LEGISLATURE

REPUBLICANS MADE GAINS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Maine. March C, 1923
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that o‘
the ssue of The Courier-Gazette of March 3
ll?23. there was printed a total of 6.024 copies
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public

Every-Other-Ltajr

Rockland, Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 6, 1923.

Tenth Week Opens With
Many Important Hearings
In Store.

But Rockland Is Again Under Democratic Control—Over
whelming Victory For Daylight Saving—Three Women
In Next City Council.

of a depositor in any bank or trust
company shall remain in effect for
more than 90 days after the service
thereof on the bank unless it is re
newed. Further provision is made in
tlie uet that where a check or other
instrument payable on demand at any
bank or trust company is presented
for payment more than a year from
its date such bank or trust company
unless expressly instructed by the
drawer or maker to pay the same may
refuse payment thereof, and no liabili
ty shall thereby be incurred to tho
drawer or maker for discharging tlio
instrument by non-payment.

Maine publicity, teachers' pensions
and a teachers' retirement system, wa
ter storage and conservation and the
The Democrats carried the city yes- 24 as compared with the Democratic
poll tax are among the Important sub
erday for their eighth consecutive majority of lit last year. William N.
jects which will be given through dis
year, but saw their margin of victory Benner, Jr., Republican candiate for
cussion during tlie tenth week of the
vhittied even smaller than it was last alderman, made n considerable gain
Maine Legislature, which began this
year, and were obliged to surrender upon Charles K. McWhinnie, but was
morning. With the ninny committee
TODAY
hree seats in the City Council. On defeated by 23 Votes.
« • • «
hearings scheduled, another busy week
Frejl C. Black was before the com
Bible Thonghts mer'orized. will rrove
pint convention the Republicans will
priceless heritage in after years.
mittee on Sea and Shore Fisheries
is promised for the Soions.
Following was the vote by wards:
have 11 votes and the Democrats will
The committee on publicity will hold Friday to oppose a bill which had to do
• • • •
aave 17. One more ward would have
a hearing at 4 o’clock this afternoon on with regulating the size of clams
ziven
the
Republicans
control
of
the
WARD
ONE
REFUGE, STRENGTH.HELP:—God
the resolve appropriating $25,000 for taken, other well known canuers al
For Mayor
is our refuge and strength, a very pres City Government. There's no use cry
each of the two coming years to be ex so voiced their opposition.
ng
over
spilt
milk,
however,
for
the
146
Edward
E.
Rankin.
Republican
From
the
time
of
01
’
King
Tutankhamen
ent help in trouble—Psalm 46:1.
pended in advertising Maine under the
Republicans were beaten in a fair, Edwin L- Brown, Democrat
174
direction of a noil-salaried commission
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
to
this
date,
over
3,300
years,
there
’
s
never
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109 allel action of the French Revolution France.
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her school at Beverly, Mass., Satur
than they did a year ago, while the Re
For Warden
day
after
a
week's
vacation
with
her
Walter S. Benner, Republican
109
Notiling has been more remarkable publican vote fell off 14.
EMPIRE THEATRE
parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Harding,
Qunary
The Democrats of Ward Five had Rtubcn II. Cushman, Democrat
141
Wilbur Thurston Is 111 with the pre
than the universal interest exhibited made claims of '4lrrying the ward by
For Ward Clerk
Annette
Kellerman,
the
modern
vailing
cold.
in the recent archeological discoveries 150, but had to be content with 104, and Earl C. Bartlett, Republican
109
Venus, who comes to the Empire
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carleton are
142
in Egypt. The topic has been exhaus Burleigh C. Nash, one of the Republi Jessie M. Young, Democrat
Thursday in her first comedy drama, still telling neighbors about those
can eandiates for Common Council
O1WAXMC*
lively treated by the daily press and
"What Women Ixrve," is supported by wonderful twin grandsons, born at
man, was defeated by only 87. Among
Britt Maternity Hospital, Rockland
THE MAYORALTY VOTE
a notable cast of favorite players.
the illustrated papers, but even these the members of the winning Council
Beautiful photography, amazing scenes Feb. 10 to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Taylor.
do not succeed in bringing the details ticket in this ward is William J. Sul
1923
1922
of a deadly underwater tight between
Will Burns is hauling wood to A. E,
to all groups of readers. This issue of livan. a former chairman of the Board
a man and the girl, luxurious glimpses Williams.
of Aldermen.
The Courier-Gazette devotes a page to
of fashionable of Honolulu and daring
Ray Carleton and Ivan Leach
Tip' Republicans made a splendid show
studies of a bevy of beautiful bathing cutting wood for Edmond Harding.
the fascinating subject with view to ing in Ward six. where for several years
Our new mill process will renew the life of your blankets, rcstor*
a
(C
6
Mr. Vinal is spending a few days in
je girls of the California beaches, arc
their fino soft flceciness and prepare them for a summer storage.
reaching some who have not already the Democrats have shown an uncomfort
highlights
of
the
story.
Critics
who
"a
c
Rockland.
Walter
Burgess
is
taking
*5
Whether it is a fino woolen blankot or a long staple cotton, or a
e
TO
been supplied with the details fur- able faculty of rolling up big majorities.
c have viewed the photoplay say that it his place as watchman at Thurston
£
a
c
mixture of tho twe, the individual fibres of the thifck nap should ba
I
Yesterday they increased their vote
c
a excells anything that Miss Kellerman Bros, factory.
a
nished by the photographs.
a
a
carefully straightened out and fluffed up. This will give them won
c
X
from 157 to 195, while the Democratic
s
ac
CD
H has done before: even being more ap
Florence Thurston was the guest of
derful softness and warmth.
vote fell from 241 to 223. Ivan A. Ward
pealing
than
"Neptune's
Daughter,
”
Mary Wallace Sunday.
Moths seldom touch Clean, Dry, Woolens. Let us wash a new
174
Truewnrthy, the Republican candidate 1
146
177
159
LIMIT ON HALIBUT
"The
Daughter
of
the
Gods
”
or
“
The
Mrs. William Wagner died last Sun
year’s life into these beautiful blankets of yours. You'll be delighted
for alderman, was defeated by only 18, 2
149
163
153
149
Queen
of
the
Sea.
”
The
companion
day at the home of her grandaughter,
with their newness.
346
212
318
213
A convention established a closed while Samuel B. Aylward. candiate for 3
The funeral
204
We also make a specialty of Family Washing at very attractive
first Councilman, was only 16 votes 4
244
190
237 feature .is Rex Beach’s “Fair Lady” and Mrs. Marion Burgess.
season each year from Nov. Hi Io l'eb.
prices.
248 the second of the new series of the was Tuesday. Mrs. Wagner had bee
125
142
behind The returns from this ward 5
229
15 on halibut fishing in the north At furnished the big surprise of the elec 6
JUST PHONE—WE’LL SEND FOR THEM PROMPTLY
195
157
241 Leather Pushers with Reginald Den sick several years and was a great
223
sufferer.
During all that time she
1,0
144
136
lantic ocean was signed Friday by tion, especially as the contending forces 7
155 ney.—adv.
» U
—
...
—
was tenderly and faithfully cared for
Secretary Hughes and Ernest Lapointe, was headed by four Democratic city
Officials.
1266
1375
142,
1283
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in by Mrs. Burgess. She was 83 years
17 LIMEROCK STREET. TELEPHONE 170
25-30
minister of marine and fisheries of
Ward Seven was another Republican
Brown's plurality 105 Thorndike’s making income tax returns. 375 Main old. Iler husband died several years
Canada.
set-back, Brown's majority there being plurality last year, 138.
ago.
.
Street.—20-tf
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Before You Wash Those Blankets
and Quilts, Read This,

PEOPLES LAUNDRY

Rockland, Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 6, 1923.

Every-Other-Day

Calk of the Count

The Most
Modern Shoe

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD.EVENTS
March 6-7—(Polo) Rockland vs. Portland
Piles, at the Arcade
Mar 7—Bftketball, Camden High vs Rockland
High. Spear hail
.March 7—Country Club, ladies’ auction at
12 30, followed by auction.
'March 9—•Methabesec Club meets with Mrs
Puls, 76 Rankin street
Mar. 9—Basketball, Rockland High vs. (’amden High, Camden Y M. C. A
Mar 10—Basketball, Rockland High vs. Port
land High (girls) in Portland.
Mar. 12—Shakespeare Society meets with Mrs.
U I). Spear, Maple street
March 12—faniden town meeting
March 12—Town Meeting, North Haven
Marcli 15—Annual dance of the Telephone
Girls In Temple Hall
March 21-22—State conference, D A. R,
Waterville
March 16—Country Club, dance
March 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection .and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meet
In Temple hall.
March 17—St Patrick’s Day
March 12—(19 a. m F City Government or
ganizes
Marcli 13—Charity Club entertained by Mrs
David Talbot aud Miss Maud Pratt at forme; s
hunt
March 19—Rockport town meeting
March 21—Spring begins.
March 21-22—State Conference. Daughters of
American Revolution. Waterville
March 23—Palm Sunday.
March 22—Knox (’ounty Librarians’ Associa
tion meets at Rockland Public Library, 2 30
p nt.
March 23—(Methebesec Club meets with Mis
t. F. Chase. Talbot avenue.
March 26—Thomaston town meeting.
March 26-30 —Farmers’ Week, University of
Maine.
March 30—Country Club, ladies’ ami gentle
men's supper at 6.30 followed by auction.
March 1,0—Good Friday.
'dar 31—Basketball, Rockland High vs port
Lino High (girls) in Rockland
April 1—Easter Sunday.
April 13—Country Club dance
April 18—Maine Methodist Conference, Ban
gor. bishop Hughes presiding.
April 19—Patriots’ Day
April 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
Hirers In Temple hall.
Ajiril 26—Country Club, ladies’ luncheon at
12 30, followed by auction
May 11—Country Club dance
May 23—Country Club, ladies’ and gentle
men’s supper at 6.30, followed by auction.

Scientists today deplore the wearing
of shoes which bind the foot and pro
hibit the free action of the muscles.
Primitive peoples, who wore simple
foot coverings of soft skins, had feet
that were graceful and sturdy. Their
walk was elastic and untiring.
The ordinary stiff-soled shoes of
"civilized" races cause many serious
foot troubles because they check the
circulation and weaken the muscles by
disuse. But the Cantilever Shoe gives
the foot perfect freedom. It supports
a weak arch without harmful re
straint. The flexible shank encourages
tin- foot to arch and’ bend, to EXER
CISE.
It strengthens the muscles
surrounding the twelve bones of the
arch. In this splendid natural way.
Cantilevers prevent and correct flat

George W. Britto has resumed work
in his shop after serving three weeks
as ho9t to a doctor.

foot.

The Portland Blue, late the Na
tional Roller Polo League, arrive this
noon and will play Rockland at the
Arcade tonight and Wednesday night.
The Williams brothers. "Kid" and
Red," who were classed us two of the
most. spectacular rushes in the big
league are in the Portland line-up.
which also contains two other Nation
al League stars. "Gid" Brown, the
halfback, and Pence, the goal tend.
The only semi-professional player on
the team is Skillings, who has been
seen here on several occasions, and
who comes as near to being profes
sional calibre as they make 'em. It
is by all odds the classiest team that
has ever come to Rockland, and even
better than Portland saw on the aver
age. as the Williams brothers have
been playing on separate teams this
season. Pence is considered to be very
nearly the equal of Blount, who by the
way played in Rockland under the
handicap of a badly Injured leg. Cu
sick has taken his place in the Rock
land linenp as successor to "Bity”
Wright, whose departure from the
team will be greatly regretted by all
polo lovers. Wright (lid a great deal
to put' Rockland on the |»olo map last
season, and lias been a prime factor
in its long string of victories this sea
son. Ho wasa hard worker, thorough
ly reliable, and has earned a place in
the affection of the local fans for all
time. Cusick plays a cool, heady
game, and is more used to the ways of
the professionals, who for the balance
of this season will compose the visit
ing teams, With Bouchard at center
the locals now have a team that is by
all odds the strongest that ever repre
sented the city on the Arcade surface.
As the season Is Rapidly nearing its
•close no true fan can afford to miss
one of the remaining games.

SHOWING OF SPRING IIATS
Mrs. M. A. Johnson has returned )rom Ncu) York with a full

line of pattern hats from such Well known houses as Gage, Johnson,

William Fifleld who has been spend
ing a short vacation at his home on Ce
dar street, hus returned to his position
as mate on the steamship City of Ban
gor which is being made ready for a
season’s run on the Boston ar.d Port
land line.

The T^ockland polo team was defeated'by the Portland Blues 5 to 3 in
Harmony, Tenne, Harrison, Hollywood, Page and Dana.
Portland last night
The teams play
at the Arcade tonight and Wednesday
night. The Portland Blues is practi-1
Your inspection is incited,
cally the team which represented that
city in the National League, and much I
stronger than the Westerly team which)
Mrs. M. A. Johnson,
>
R. Lester Barlow, who was killed on was here last week.
the Limerock Railroad last week was
insured under the Rockland & Rock
The Courier-Gazette’s phones were
Ladies Hatter
port Lime Corporation’s blanket policy. kept busy last night answering the
M. S. Bird & Co., representing the in many questions as to how the city had
373 Main Street
Rockland, Maine
surance company yesterday paid $1000 gone, and how the vote stood on day
to the widow.
light saving. E. C. Moran, Jr., and Wil-1
liam S. Healey have this paper’s [
The new organ at the Strand Theatre thanks for valiant services rendered,
was dedicated last night, and delighted as well as all others who assisted. The
two large audiences. The man at the first returns came from Ward 7, where
keyboard was James J. O'Hara, who a staff reporter enlightened the gather
plays at Lancaster Theatre. Boston, ing crowd as to how the vote on day
nrHnmirmnaw
and who leads a chorus of 25 in St. light saving Stood. The first bulletin
Rosa’s Church that city.
Preceding as to the city election came from Ward
the afternoon and evening perform 2, with Charles I- Robinson conveying
MRS. FLORETTA TOLMAN CRIE
ances there will be organ concerts. Mr. the welcome news that the ward had
Mrs. Floretta (Tolman) Crie. who i
O’Hara is to be here all this week, and gone Republican.
died Sunday morning, had survived her '
tlie patrons will not neglect the oppor
About fare and a half. $4.87 to be husband, R. Fred Crie by fifteen years, j
tunity to hear him. Anybody desiring
to have his favorite selection played exact is the price supporters of the and is, survived bv her only son. Edwin !
will be accommodated by leaving the Rockland High Girls' basketball team H. Crie. The peacefulness which char- |
WILL BE AT THE ARCADE RINK
will pay if they go to Portland with acterized her disposition may have had I
music at the box office.
the team Saturday The regular 7.30 much to do with lengthening her life to
Pedestrians who use Beech street train in the morning reaches Portland more than 80 years. Although born at ;
have had their curiosity aroused to a in ample season for the afternoon game Owl's Head in 1843, and spending her'
high pitch the pas: week by finding the which will be over early enough to al early days on Matinicus, Rockland was !
Look at the Big League Stuff in these Two Lineups
snow covered with dead bees, iterally low Rockland folks to catch the train her home, for she spent over 50^ years
thousands of them. They belonged to arriving here at 9.30 Saturday even of life at tlie homestead on Rankin
ROCKLAND
PORTLAND
the swarm whicn for a number of years ing. Coach Sullivan knows that his street. She is remembered as one of
Pas leased the attic of the Frank C team will put up a good fight and every the oldest members of the First Bap
ST. AUBIN 1r
lr“KlD” WILLIAMS
Knight house as a manufactory for supporter will help it toward victory. tist church, whose faith she embraced
THERRIEN 2r
2r “RED” WILLIAMS
honey. Some, years the combs have It Is necessary to guarantee 50 passen in 1843.
BOUCHARD c
......... c SKILLINGS
Her
heart
centered
in
her
home.
yielded as high as 25 pounds in a sea gers to get the special rate, conse
CUSICK hb .....
............. hb BROWN
son. Whether their crop was a failure quently all who plan to go should call Hospitality beckoned to her fireside as
i; st fall, or whether the protracted cold Mr. Crosby at the High School, 324-W, the gathering place of relatives and
PURCELL g ...
....................... g PENCE
friends.
She
was
never
found
wanting
spell froze it, is hot known, but for or leave their names at that number
as a mother and homemaker. As a
some reason the bees decided to leave before Wednesday night.
Watch the Williams Brothers if you want to see professional pep
lover of the beautiful she was skilled in
their flat and go out and get the ozone.
the
culture
of
flowers
as
well
as
in
all
The moment they struck the snow thenPHONE 856 FOR SEATS
The restaurant at the brook now
name was Dennis and that's what the known as the “Brookside Lunch,” after those delicate ornaments of needle
work which mark the industry of "the
mystery is ail about.
being -newly painted and new electric virtuous woman," During the past -Mt
lights, is ,.ow open for business. All five years, when declining health
Woodbury Snow, who lias been ma home cooking. All cordially invited.
'»CM
rooned at Metinic since Jan. 7, arrived Prices reasonable. Chase & Tarr, man brought on infirmity, her never-failing
patience and peacefulness made minis
in town Saturday with a cargo of lob agers. 470 Main St., Rockland, Me.
try to her wants a privilege. Sur
sters and whiskers. He disposed of th“
23-tf
rounded by comforts, she was blessed
former with a local dealer, and of the
with the attentions of a devoted son
latter in a Main street barber shop, not.
and the constant ministry of a sin
Censorship.
however, until he had several times
gularly devoted daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Soon shall we see some fancy tricks
been mistaken for Joe Knowles. Wood
New moral standards to secure.
Edwin H. Crie. Her memory is fra-)
bury’ in characteristic manner deWhen censorship brings politics
grant an dthe influence of her life
(NOT ELECTRICAL)
scrlbes his hibernation on the island
Into control of literature.
blessed.
kingdom, and of the consternation it
Services will be conducted at the
caused him when Coast Guardsmen
SENSATION OF THIS YEAR’S NEW YORK
Can’t Fool Her.
family residence by her pastor. Rev. B.
walked in one day and found him keep
The Poultryiuan—Certainly, nta’ara. j p. Browne. Wednesday afternoon at 2
ing bachelor's hall with seven days’ un
AND CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE SHOWS
washed dishes on thetable. He forgot It's a thls-year’s chicken, I’ll guuran- j o’clock.
bis embarrassment, however, when he tee it.
Mrs. Junebride—I don’t see where
found that the Coast Guardsmen had
STANDARD EQUIPMENT ON
TURN ME OVER
brought supplies, including tobacco.
you get the nerve to tell me that
when I distinctly remember they were
While they last 200 Pictures at 83c wearing the same style of head orna
p
each. Edward O'B. Gonia.
28-lt
ments two years ago.

THE PORTLAND BLUES

The Cantilever Shoe has a natural
inner sole line that permits the toes
to point straight ahead as they should
for comfort. The heel is set to dis
tribute the weight properly, without
strain on the arch. Every detail is
designed for ea
and health, And
without sacrifice
good looks!
L. E. BLACKINGTON
Rockland Dealer
Boots, Sl-.oes, Clothing

Memlbers of the class of 1022. R. 11.
S.. are asked to meet at Spear Hall
Considerable favorable local interest
Thursday night at 7 o’clock for a short
and comment has been aroused by the
class meeting.
announcement that Roekport, Warren,
There will be a regular meeting of St. George. Waldoboro and Cnion have
Local Union 1066 tonight, March 6. formed a baseball league. This plan
There is some important business on was promulgated in The Courier-Ga
zette last spring at the timeof Knox and
the docket.
Lincoln League meeting and will mean
. An old fashioned dance is billed for much better sixirt in both the old and
Havener hall tomorrow night, with the new leagues.
music by Marston’s and plenty of
The regular meeting of Anderson
square dances.
Auxiliary, S. of V., will be held Wed
Baked bean supper
Tlie funeral services of the late Mrs. nesday evening.
R. Fred Crie, whp died Bunday morn at 6 o’clock. "Come and bring a mem
ing. will be held at the home of her ber who has not met with us for some
son E. H. Crle 91 Rankin street at 2 time." is the Secretary’s invitation.
"In these unsettled times we should be
o’clock Wednesday afternoon.
more and more particular and also re
Class 26 of the Methodist church wil! member the deeds of valor performed
hold a picnic supper at the home of In years gone by."
Mrs. Willis I. Ayer. North Main street,
Fred W. McWilliams of Cresent,
Thursday at 6 o'clock. Husbands are
Penn., was in the city the last of the
invited.
week, called by the illness of Mr. and
The Brookside Lunch opposite The Mrs. James F. McWilliams of the Old
He found the former
Courier-Gazette office has been the County road.
scene of three petty burglaries the past convalescing, and the latter able to get
week. The first time the thief got around the house, with the aid of
Fred W. McWilliams is
about $6 in change, but on the other crutches.
two occasions there was evidence that electrical engineer and superintendent
of electric Ijght companies for the
he preferred the home cookery.
Pennsylvania Coal and Coke Corpora
Dr. A. K. P. Har.-e.v has signed un tion. and has been for the past eight
with the Baptist Men’s League for an years with that concern, which con
illustrated lecture on "History of Mod trols 50 mines. 30 of them producing
ern Medicine.” to be delivered at the from 800/ to 1000 tons each per day.
March meeting on the evening of the Three more have just been taken on.
21st. Dr. Harvey's researches have The corporation uses 30.000 h. p. in its
teen very thorough, and the members motors, 200 electric locomotives and
may well look forward to a valuable 200 mining machines. One mine has
paper.
a monthly payroll of $60,000. Bitum
inous coal, which the Pennslvvania
Word has been received of tlie Coal and Coke Corporation handles
death Feb. 21, from pneumonia, in the exclusively, sells on the ears at the
Worcester (Mass.) Memorial Hospital mines $3.50 a ton. Mr. McWilliams
of Beverly. Marilyn, infant daughter of has just had a new honor come his
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Thomas. Whit way in the form of appointment by
insville, Mass., following an operation the National Electric Freight Associa
in which there was blood transfusion tion as a member of the committee on
from both its parents. Sympathy will standardization of electrical appara
be extended from friends in this tus.
vicinity.
Tlie Congregational fair committee
Class 29 of the Methodist church will will hold a sale of cooked food at
give a first-class entertainment in the Cobb's Satin day. March 10.
27-29
vestry Wednesday evening 'beginning
at 7.30. The program will be varied
and consist of numbers to please ev
eryone. The class will be assisted by
the members of Pleasant Valley Grange,
giving in part, the same entertainment
which was given in the Grange hall
Feb. 10 and with which everyone was
so well pleased If you want a good
laugh don’t fail to see "Farmer Joe"
..nd “Polly Prim" in the Woman’s
Rights dialogue.
A butterfly which evidently thought
that daylight saving had already gone
into effect put in appearance at the
Car Barn yesterday afternoon and the
news was promptly broadcasted to The
Courier-Gazette by Fred Herrick. Ev
idently fearing that his story might lie
legarded as an election canard Mr.
Herrick despatched the "super" to this
otfice with the flighty creature which
has a long name, hut will probably have
r. short existence if the remainder of
the winter is half as severe as that
which we have had.

The unbeaten Rockland bowlers de
Canton Lafayette has degree work
feated Thomaston 2147 to 2032 in
tomorrow night.
Thomaston last night, carrying four
The postponed meeting of the W. C. wards out of the live.
T. U. will be held in the First Baptist
Ice conditions in Penobscot Bay were
Chapel Friday afternoon at 2.30. The
subject will be "Scientifle Temperance vastly improved y. sterday, especially
among the islands, where the residents
Instruction."
peered into blue water for the first J
Lehigh Valley barge 765 was doeked time in several weeks. If the present
at F. R. -Spear’s coal wharf Saturday. cold wave is not of too long duration
She has coal for Mr. Spear and for M. the steamboats will soon be back on
B. & C. O. Perry.
regular schedule.
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TON2GHT and WEOMESDAY NIGHT

HERE THEY ARE

THE MECHANICAL GEAR

pwe

FOR SALE
at OWL’S HEAD, ME.
CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE

AND GARAGE
The finest piece of Summer Pro
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast.
Throughly overhauled and painted
last season—not a rotten piece of
lumber in it.
Included with the buildings is
the strip of land extending to the
shores, insuring an unobstructed
view of ocean and islands.
Owing to long, severe ilness. I
will sell at a bargain. Drop me a
card and I will forward postcard
picture of cottage.

J.

HATCH

W.

197 BROADWAY, ROCKLAND, ME.

A BIG STOCK

AND ALL SIZES IN

RUBBER
BOOTS

“Why didn't he have a good policy ?”

“Oh, he thought the one he had was cheaper, but he secs
now that it was very expensive.”

ARE

BUT

“SMITH”

YOU

It looks to us as though we were
going to be up against the same
proposition that we were on
overshoes.

E. C. MOHAN S CO.
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IF
Everybody gets an idea that they
want a pair of Rubber Boots,
there won't be enough to go
around. Already the wholesale
market is cleaned out.

M. <;

SO
If you are thinking of getting a
pair, don't put it off too long.

\illlimi!lllll!IIIUIllllillt!llllllUlllillli^ll|

Jamson ~Jfubbard
Hats Sia Caps

j

Jgad ifie style procession
as usuaC
■SOLD BY

L

•

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

Boston Shoe Store
j

BURPEE & LAMB
SOLE AGENTS
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THE

BOSTON

APPERSON

AUTOMOBILE

EXHIBIT—MAIN

SHOW

HALL

MARCH 10 to 17
A.

C.

JONES,

DEALER

5 Talbot Ave.
SEND

Rockland
FOR

CATALOGUES

BORN

Why He Lost Appendix.
“Say, Bill, they tell me you’ve just
had your appendix taken out,” said a
friend,
"That’s a fact,” replied Bill.
“serves you right! You should liave
had it iu your wife's name.” -London
Tit-Bits.

WE NOW HAVE

Oh, no it wont. He has one of those restricted policies
that don’t pay in full unless he’s confined to the house, and
he wasn't confined hardly any, so he only got one-half.
Moreover, his policy doesn’t pay double for hospital, or op
erations, or nurses, and that’s where the expenses are.’’

THE

AT

THEM

AT

TKckinj' was

the EatKr’oom,brewin^
funny

’78 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

When You Are In Wanl
Of Anything
Try Our

WANT AD. COLUMNS

Seaman’* Belief.
Rcblnson- Providence, Fob. 28, io Mr. and
You will never find a sailor man al Mis. Virgil 31. Robinson, u daughter----- Virginia
Tnft.
lowing a glass to “ring” without put
ting out his hand at once to stop it
MARRIED
They say that when a glass Is struck
perry Post Providence, Feb. 22. Morris P.
accidentally, and rings, a man Is I err.v and Ella Dow Post, both of Rockland
drowning nt sen. To put out your
DIED
hand to stop It saves him!
Crie- Rockland, March 4. Fiorella (Tolman)

THE HOME RADIO
How to Make and Use It

But his sick

NEW APPERSON
“SIXES” and “EIGHTS”
SEE

Possibly So.
Her Second Husband—No, I can't
go out with you this evening. I have
some work to do nt the office.
Mrs. Pstinger—You've neglected ine
shamefully ever since we've been mar
ried. If my first husband was alive
you wouldn't dare to treat me so.

Those small nds in The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
effective.

“HEAR
ABOUT SMITH

“Yes. He's certainly had a long sickness.
ness insurance, will take care of him.”

A Little Bit of Blarney.
Mistress—Maggie, I can't have you
entertaining policemen in the kitchen.
‘Maggie—Sure, tnum, an’ it’s a big
heart ye have. I was sayin’ to Michael
O’Flinn only last night that if I’d
spake th' word ye'd let us have th’
drawin’ room.—London Answers.

SHIFT

A

By A. HYATT VERRILL
C*;nl«llt by U*r p«r

breUtn

widow of R. Fred Crie. aged 89 .veiir;, 4 moniln
24 days Funeral Wednesday «t 2 p in , from
94 Rankin street.
Thomas Worcester, Mass., Feb 21, Beverh
Marilyn, infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fiifc
gene E Thomas, of Whitinsville
Harkness- Walpole. Mass . Feb —, Fanni •
(Fuller), wife of (’apt. Edward W. Harkness,
formerly of Rockport, aged 8(1 years
Vagner—iSoutli Union, Fdb 23, Mrs William
Wagner, aged 83 years.
S'.impson Pleasant Point, Feb. 27, Mertie
Semey, wife of Lawrence B Rttupsno, aged 21
jeers.

CARD OF THANKS

Wc wish to extend our heartfelt thanks to all
ot t' friends and neiglihors, who were so kind
to
us in our recent bereavement; also for the
Broadly speaking, the receiving set consists of the antenna or aerial, the beautiful
floral offerings.
tuner, the detector and the receiver, hut aside from the aerial, each part of
Albert Vose, Mr and Mrs. Oscar Carroll, Mr
Mrs Harry Vose.
the instrument is made up of several other units and appliances, each devised and
I t.ion, Me
•

IV. RECEIVING SETS

and used for a definite purpose.
The aerial, which is a wire designed to interrupt or catch a portion of
the continuous waves (always referred to in wireless telephone parlance as
C. W.) consists of a single wire, for un\ /
like wireless telegraphy, a number of
\f suvuu.
strand or wires is of no advantage in re
ceiving, and still more remarkable, it
makes no difference whether the wire he
bare or Insulated, for the C. W. used in
radio telephony penetrates solids of ev
ery kind. Indeed, a wire stretched around
/lecture*
n room or through a hallway Indoors, or
even a metal bedstead or bed spring, may
serve as an aerial for receiving wireless
telephone messages, although far better
r/f?
results are secured by properly Installed
aerials out of doors. And here It may he
wise to impress nil users of receiving sets with the fact that the longer the
aerial and the higher above the ground the better will be the results obtained,
Although an aerial IS) feet long and well above other large buildings will serve
every purpose. Moreover, it makes no difference whether the aerial is hori
zontal, vertical or at an angle, provided it is thoroughly Insulate)! from all sur
roundings, and very good results have been obtained by aerials run vertically
up an ttir shaft or along the side of n building. So too, the lead-in, or wire
connecting the aerial with the receiving instrument, serves as an aerial itself
and therefore a long lead-in with a short aerial will serve almost as well as a
long aerial and short lead-in. which is n tremendous advantage to dwellers in
hotels, apartment houses, etc., where it is very difficult or impossible to install
n long and lofty aerial on tlie roof. But before going into details and describ
ing tlie installation of aerials, let us consider the rest of the receiving equip
ment and thoroughly understand its principles.
The detector, without which It would be impossible to register or detect
tlie minute currents of waves which pass through the aerial is a very important
part of the mechanism. There are two types of detectors In use, the first
known as the crystal detector and the other as the vacuum tube. Iu the for
mer. u crystal of some mineral—-preferably galena—is used, while in the lat
ter. a form of incandescent lamp with especially prepared filament is employed.
Of the two, the former Is the cheaper and Is used on most of the cheap, ready
made sets, but it hus limitations and is not nearly as satisfactory In many ways
as the vacuum tube, as will he explained later. The third unit or tuner is the
means by which the entire apparatus is made to pick up the sounds from some
station or elsewhere and by means of which other sounds are shut out, for
only h.v means of the tuner can the receiving set be placed in synchronism, or
•‘tune ’ with tlie waves carrying the sounds you wish to hear. The last unit or
receiver is merely a telephone receiver made for the purpose and which, on a
small set. is worn over the ears exactly as in receiving wireless telegraph mbs
sages.
Figure 7 illustrates In diagrammatic form these units with their relative
positions in the set, but there are several good accessories which are essential
to good results.
«

CARO OF THANKS

We, the undersigned, wish to express our
heartfelt thanks to all neighbors and triends wIo
so kindly assisted us in our recent bereavtxne.T,
aid also for the beautiful floral offerings
Mr. Mlarion V. Grey, Mr. and Mrs. Vemlej
Grty, Mr. and Mrs Raymond Grey, Mr and
Mis Wilbert Grey? Mr. and Mrs Harry Robin
so;-. Mr. and Mrs Clarence Richards, Mr. and
Mis. Frank Ames, Mrs. (’, .1. Richards and fam
H.v
Rockport.
•

CARD OF THANKS

I wish, through the columns of your <psper, to
acknowledge the gratitude I feel towards Mi
and Mrs .lames Carver for the privilege of
“I'stdiing In” on their radio .Sunday evenin'’,
when I heard the recital given by .Miss Ine’
Church, soprano, and Leon Carson, tenor, from
tlie W.IZ Station of the Wwldorf-Astoria KindiMrs I It Flye
March 3th.
•

CARO OF THANKS

Wc wish Jo thank neighbors and friends for
their kindness shown us in our recent bereav
nient. Especially would we mention Mr. and
Mrs Milton Griffin. 1
Mr. ( E ltamquiat and faiuMy, Mr and Mrs
H. M. Welch and family, Mr. and Mrs Alfred
Bryant and family.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our heartfelt thanks to ,i
wlu so kindly assisted us during the 1line «
and death of our grandmother; also for the
beautiful floral tributes.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Burgesa.
South Union, Me.
•

WANTEO Table girl at Kmaiiey's restaurant.
M’ itle street, Rockland.
28-tf
. FOR KALB- One broody hen—vintage of
l.i extremely good working order Price rlgli;
.1 M. Kit HARDSON. 13 (in nite Street 28 it
~ FOB SALE NhYTIOXAL CA8H~RBG1STEK
New a.id used; also charge systems. Easy p.i\
ments: guarantee on used registers. II. li
BAKER. Portland, Me. Kales Agent. I) I*
MATHIEU, local sjitniian. Htftel Rockland
26*33
NOTICE Wc he.wby give notice tlrat we s'n'.l
rttuse to p;:\ any further bills contracted I'o
Lester Sprowl. (Signed| MKK- ANNIE KPROWI.
aud MAYNARI»_E SWtOWL._______ 28*30
THE INDEPENDENT (KkowLeyau. Reporter
is oc tale al J. JT CARVER S. Rockland

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette

ads.
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KING TUTANKHAMEN

Treasures in Tomb of Tuf-Ankh-Amen of Egypt

I

Every-Other-Day

Statues of King Guarding Doorway of Sepulcher

The Place He Occupied In the
Far-off History of Ancient
Egypt.

[Gardner Jackson in Boston Globe]
Tutankhamen’s place in Egyptian
aistory—more than 3000 years ago—is
by no means a fixed one, as far as |
nodern investigators are concerned.
They differ with one another so much
.hat it is unsafe—or safe, if you look at
t that way—to assign him a position
imited by an exact number of years
»n the throne or by a definite amount
if good or bad influence. Thousands
if people, untutored in the science of
Egyptology, are reading books on
Egyptian history eagerly, and they are
.’orming about as many different
opinions as there are books.
He was probably the 12th Pharaoh of
he 18th dynasty of Egyptian rulers.
Indications—including some of the
irticles of clothing recently taken from
I his tomb—show’ that he was a youtha *ul ruler, ascending the throne, perI haps, at the age of 16 or 18 (16 was the
I legal age of maturity in those days),
i and ruling possibly two years, and at
| most four years, about 1356 B. C.
Arthur Weigall, former inspector of
antiquities to the Egyptian Govern
London Times—New York Times copyright by arrangement with Earl of Carnarvon.
ment, has developed a theory making
London Times—New York Times copyright by arrangement with Earl of Carnarvon.
For more than three thousand years tlie wooden statues of King 1 ui-Aiiuti-Anien, seen in this photograph, stood
Tutankhamen the Pharaoh of the op
Opening of tlie tomb of Tut-Ankh-Amen, the “heretic” king of the Eighteenth Egyptian dynasty, at Luxor, has pression, who drove ’the children of undisturbed at tlie sealed doorway of Ids sepulrlier 111 Ids tomb ai Luxor, Egypt. In this antechamber are to be seen
revealed au unexampled storehouse of treasures. Tliis photograph gives u view of tlie antechamber looking west. Israel from Egypt, as t Id in Exodus. also the funeral (lowers, a painted chest containing the royal robes and jewels, u long box containing tlie klug'g
Among the articles shown are a box containing the king's undergarments and other tilings; n large gilt couch with Mr. Weigall hoped that documentary underwear and weapons, a ceremonial couch and many other objects.
supports in tlie form of lions; a couch witli supports in tlie form of "hat-hor” cows; numerous boxes containing muni- evidence along that line would come
luitied meat; a painted red oox containing jewelry and ornaments; a papyrus rush-work stool, much decayed; the from Tutankhamen’s tomb, but recent
king's stool; another couch; four alabaster uuguent vases of uuique type aud beauty; a semi-circulur veueered box reports say that very little of historical
value has been discovered.
having minute detail of inlaid ivory.
Father-in-Law Had Only One God
However accurate Mr. Weigall’s the
ory may prove to be, it is shown that
Tutankhamen did carry on some pretty
heavy oppressive measures. He stum
bled on to the throne almost by acci
dent. He was the son-in-law of Akh
naton (Amenophis IVJ. “the first indi
vidual in history,” who for “13 fatal
years” earned on an idealistic experi
ment. Akhnaton was a heretic, ac
knowledging only the one God of Light
and preaching a doctrine that strongly
resembled Christ’s teachings (1300
j years before Christ), particularly in its
I abhorrence of bloodshed and violence
land its emphasis on the power of love.
Akhnaton erased the names of Amen
and Mut from the temples and thereby
aroused the hatred of the priests of
! these gods who had held political as
I well as spiritual power. He built a
j newr city Tel-el-Amarna and made it
the capital in place of Thebes. There
Tutankhamen was in the court and
' there he married the third of Akhnaton’s seven daughters. She was probi ably 12 at the time, it is estimated.
| Akhnaton had no sons and when he
, died one of the court officials jumped
to the throne.
Queen Ti Power Behind the Throne
The court official’s reign was brief
1.' i.,' m Tine ;- New York Times .opyriiiht by arranm-m nt with Earl of Carnarvon
and then came Tutankhamen, at first
London Times—New York Times copyright by arrangement with Earl of Carnarvon.
Tills view of the antechamber of tlie tomb ot King Tut-Ankli Amen i.t Luxor, Egypt, shouts Ibe royal ceremonial
continuing his father-in-law’s idealistic
In this photograph of tlie antechamber of the tomb of Tut-Ankh-Amen, king ot Egypt more than thirty centuries practices, but finally succumbing to the couch of solid gilt supported by animals of tlie Typlionlc type. Upon it is u large white wooden chest, anti beneath
ago, the principal objects seen are tlie king’s stool, made of solid ebony with Ivory and having gold mountings; a call of the militarists and men of and In front of it other objects including gold, ivory and wooden chairs.
large royal ceremonial gilt couch; tlie king's throne which Is covered with gold and silver and inlaid with precious wealth who saw their possessions being
HIS FUNERAL FLOWERS
stones; a wood trellis stool, a large wooden casket; a carved wood nnd ivory chair of exquisite workmanship; wheels, taken by invaders. He abandoned Telel-Amarna.
“
The
City
of
the
Sun
’
s
bodies, poles, harness and other parts of four chariots; wood gilt trellis work from an object of unknown use.
I Brightness,’’ and returned to Thebes
r rn . < . .
A
,
i T 1
GUARDS THE SEPULCHER where he set up the old priests of
Amen and Mut and made great militar
istic efforts at recouping the material
wealth of the country that had passed I
to other hands while the father-in-law
was adding inestimably to the spiritual
wealth of Egypt.
Tutankhamen was born in the royal
palace art Thebes. He was a son of
Amenophis III., Akhnaton’s predecessor.
Egypt was rich beyond thought, and
Thebes was the center of splendor, so
Tutankhamen was brought up in the
midst of luxuries undreamt of nowa
days.
7he influence of his fathers ch>f
wife, Qu(4-n Ti. was great. She bore !
the King several daughters and 25 !
years after their marriage gave bi‘h
to a son, Akhnaton, a small, sickly
child, with a misshapen head.
When Akhnaton ascended the throne
at the age of 13, taking Tutankhamen
to his new idealistic court with him.
Queen Ti was really the power behind
the throne. She was a foreigner a cd
London Times—New York Times copyright not of royal birth, and it is not un
by ierrangemeni with Earl of Carnarvon.
reasonable to suppose that she bcc
One of the two statues of King Tut- much to do with Akhnaton’s idealistic
Ankh-Amen guarding tlie sealed en nterprise. Such was Tutankhamen's
trance to the sepulcher of that ancient immediate background.
Egyptian monarch. They are of wood,
Tutankhamen’s “Mailed Fist”
covered with a black material and
The dynasty of which he was the l?th
richly decorated with gold.
Pharaoh followed soon after the 15th
Dynasty, when for 511 years the Hyksos
f “Shepherds’’ held sway in Egypt.
KING’S ROBE CHEST
The last of the Shepherd kings was
London Times—New York Times copyright by arrangement witli Earl of Carnarvon.
Times—New York Timf's copyright
about 1550 B. C.
During their : ule London
by at ransement with Earl of Carnarvon
Here in tlie antechamber of Ills tomb, is the long white wooden box which
hordes of Asiatics came into Egypt, in
In the tomb of Tut-Ankh-Amen, king
contained tlie underwear of King Tut-Ankli-Anien, who reigned in Egypt more
cluding, according to Prof. A. II. Say
fOxford. Moses and" Joseph unT'the | ,,f ES>'Pr- wl,° ,1!e'1 ,nore thnn
than three thousand years ago. It also held many of his weapons. Above it
Children of Israel. Immediately after thousand years ago, were found these
is one of tlie ceremonial couches, and in tlie background one of the statues of
the 18th Dynasty, which lasted through funeral flowers, which tire wonderful London Titnes~New York Times copyright by arrangement with Earl of Carnarvon.
the king at tlie sealed doorway of ti e sepulcher.
nly one more ruler after Tutankhamen, ly preserved, still showing a trace of
View of the antechamber of King Tut-Ankh-Amen’s tomb at Luxor from
ame the 19th Dynasty wiih the first of green.
within looking toward tlie entrance doorway where a modern steel gate has
the Bameses.
been placed'to protect the wonderful contents of the tomb.
For the purpose of placing Tutank
PASSAGE TO THE TOMB
hamen, it is not far off to say that he
figured nearly when the Chi’dror. of
Israel were driven out of Egypt. And
for the sake of summing up his eharae- .
ter, it is wise to point to the fat.si
agreed to hy most histories, that ho not
only renounced his faher-in-law’s ideal- j
ism, and went about with mailed fist I
recovering the material wealth that h;ul
slipped away during the teaching of!
this doctrine resembling Christ’s teach- '
ings, hut extended his militaristic re
covery to regions outside of Egypt. Of
course, he may have been hut a pawn. I

I

King Tut-Ankh-Amen’s Typhon Couch of Solid Gilt

King TuVs Chariots, Couches and Funeral Meats

Entrance to the Tomb From Within

Box of Tut-Ankh-Amen s Underwear

Tut-Ankh-Amen’^ Four Chariots

Alabaster Vases in King Tut’s Tomb

.ondon T imes-.New York Times copyright
by arrangement with Earl of Carnarvon
Tliis beautiful painted casket, found
in tlie tomb of King Tut-Ankh-Amei
of Egypt, contained the king’s robes
decorated witli elaborate bend and gol
work of lapis-lazuli and turquolsi
n gilt headrest like those used In Jap:
today, several pairs of sandals orn
uieuted witli inlaid gold, a black an
ber necklace, a collarette of falenc.
London Times—New York Times copyrleht by arrangement with Earl of Carnarvon.
Here ure Hie wheels, bodies, poles and other parts of lour chariots us they and other objects. On tlie vaulted li
found in me
ibe tomb
of mins
King Tut-Ankh-Amen
at ..uau.,
Luxor, ...jy..
Egypt. They
are | of the chest the scenes represent tl
were touiiu
mini) „i
iui-nu»ii-oiu.u <■.
...... .....
tmtde of various bard woods, covered witli stucco gilt, leather and inlaid ivory | u *' and bis courtiers limiting lion
antelo|res and other animals. On tl
Tlie floors are of bide, in one case of leopard skin. Embossed gold punels on
low sides are buttle scenes.
one represent tlie king’s prisoners of war.
Jeo.
1 Mr:
Mi.
in the winter, has been very active, 1 Brown’s par
going about her work, knitting, sewing I Podge, Sir.-s;
a n d Itupert IL wa-d
and making many rugs. Aunt Sylvia | E. L. Car
c the past week
n spite of th' wind and icc mail car- has the advantage o/ most young peo- 'have been h
| to fill their ir hoi
i C. E. Howard lias lost hut one trip p'le as she has never worn glasses
Ei land and Carl Quinn, proprietors I Keeper Chas. Allen of Eagle Island
h the mail si far this winter. He
been forced to land on the icc many of the Quinn House, have been cutting | Light Station has been confined to the
ea from bis (bsiinaii >n and with their supply of ice to be used in their ! house with a bad v.J 1.
j Miss Viola Allen is able to be out
sled and mail bum . iver the dis- summer business.
j On account of the heavy ice in the again after a short illness,
ce on foot.
k-lbay. Miss Ali c Ross, teacher in the! A party was given at the heme of
lrs. Sylvia Quinn a'-..
up j school, was unable to reach here to be- [,rrs. Harriet Qvi in Frida* eveni g.
s has recovered sulli
he j gin her school Feb. 26. j
: Feb. 23 in honor of her son Eriand, the
Hie each day.
22d birthday. The
Ml Earle Brown and\ daughter Ab- , ■.- . novvn to every
- d with music and
Uniting at Ute
of Mrs '/L
i birtlalay and

EAGLE

fOUGH
Every few hours swallow
slowly small pieces of

Vicks the size of a pea.
Melt a little in a spoon
ana inhale the vapors.

VapoRub

Over 17 Million J'an Used Yearly

• .ndon Times—New York Tlnr
v anungviiiehl witli i.arl of
View mol,,114 down (lie luek-liew'ii
ssuge leading to the antechamber ot
ie tomb of Tut-Ankh-Amen at Luxor,
gypt, In which was found such a
arvelous collection of objects. Tlie j London Tinn-s—New York Times copyright by arrangement w.th Earl of Carnarvon.
glit show ing through the modern str J ,
( luster of alabaster unguent vases of unique type. Just as they were dlsate eim nates from electric lamps In-1 eov« n d In Ihe tomb of Till Alikh-Amcn. tin1 ancient Egyptian king, when it was
opened. Tlie vases still contain unguents which give off a 'allit odor.
.lulled by the excavators.

games.
Refre"foments wer^ served |
GLENCOVE
Those present were Mr. and M'*s. E. L. '
Carver, Mi. and Mrs. Rupert Howard,
Mr. and Mrs. (’ E. Howard, Miss MinHijda Sm?
ill.
li ven Shall •k has
rJe Haward, Ri hard Howard, Misses
urned t ) Moui
sevral days a
Leulah and Viola Allen and Ira and
ernon aft» i pending sever:
Crawford Allen. The guests departed hmay View i; m.
F. Humphrey is. hom
at a late hour, wishing their host m.'.iy
M:<. Vlbc
tir
n l^.well. Mas: , and vi
happy birthdays in the future.
•Sunday after id'on a party of young
mty tl
two weeks.
people took a hike to Rear Island on
Co. ha
Tb’e Rockp
the ice, a distance of thrf e miles, The I filling Arthur
tbrne
J
\
esting
the
bay has been fr izen over for some
.nak|ng it possible fur the people of B u
Island to walk hti
‘vr their mail

.■.'lilt
c has
weden
t 2 M:

nnt Vi v Farm i
d ft om I
i is been |
t called

I Siindsda
.for the l»
t t.n re by h< n •'
L | Ernest Drake * ' Ash Po it h ; spud-'
• ing a f •w days w i th h i au .t. Mrs.
» ' R«-hrrt <

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Famous Sheet Mjsic you see adver*
tised 01 all the kadiuu maqaaines. Over
22OU selections—send for catatofiue.

MAINE MUSIC CO, BockUnd. M».

Know the tremendous pulj- •

in<» power of Courier-Gazette j

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
th« Main* Muaiczr.'mpany
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AMONG THE SCHOOLS

HOW MASONRY STARTED
World’. Oldest and Largest Fraternity Has Hundreds of
, Disciples In Knox County.
Masonry is the largest, oldest and
most widely distributed secret society
in the world, with lodges in every civi
lized country. Authorities differ as to
the origin of Masonry, some declaring
it is so ancient that its time and place
of birth are unknown, others asserting
Masonry started in the middle ages.
Some legends ascribe the origin of Ma
sonry to the building of the temple by
King Solomon; others to the ancient
Druids; still others to the knights tem
plar of the crusaders; others to Pytha
goras, the undent mysteries of the Es
sence, Roman colleges and to the Culdees. The view of origin that has the
greatest support of historians and an
tiquarians is that Masonry grew from
the craft guilds of the middle ages, be
tween the twelfth and sixteenth cen
turies.
Freemasonry as known today is an
English creation, and dates back to
London and 1717. But few lodges of
the United Kingdom have been traced
back 100 years from 1717. Beyond that,
definite record of existence is lost.
The lodges have come down in a gen
eral way in Masonic history as opera
tive Mason lodges, survivors of guilds
which built the churches, cathedrals
and bridges in the middle ages. The
story of the origin of Freemasonry at
the building of King Solomon’s tem
ple and an uninterrupted existence
since, has no basis in recorded history.
Owing to tlie completion of the
church and cathedral building era in
Europe about 1600, and to the results
of the Reformation and the Thirty
Years’ war comparatively few guilds of
stone masons and builders, which in
the middle uges had traveled through
Europe/orlginally tinder the patronage
of the church, had survived.
There is even a division of opinion
on the name of the organization.
Some claim that the church had con
ferred priviledges on those traveling
guilds, hence the name Free Masons.
Others contend that to enter a Mason
ic lodge ont must be a free man and
must be accepted with substantial un
animity, hpnee the name. Free and Ac
cepted Masons.
• 9 • •

The guilds in England have a man
uscript record of general assembly of
Masons at York, when it is alleged a
code of laws was adopted, which be
came the foundation for later Masonic
constitutions.
Traveling guilds of
builders had a general assembly at
Strassburg in 1275, and also inl37S, at
which a fraternity was formed, with
apprentices, craftsmen and masters,
and an initiatory ceremony and a sign,
perhaps the first traveling operative
Freemans under protection of church
and state.
With the decline of church building
the guilds disappeared. In France,
guilds were abolished in 1539. A later
French builders' fraternity, called Companionage, possessed a remarkable le
gend of the death of the master build
er, which antedated the establishment
of modern Freemasonry at London in
1717.
The Roman Invasion of northern
Europe left its influence on Mason
guilds of Germany, France and Brit
ain, but the Germans and French
guilds disappeared between 1500 and
1600.
From before 1600 until early in the
eighteenth century. British Mason
guilds began to take on memoers those
not operative Masons or workers,
which furnishes another theoretical ex
planation of the term Free and Ac
cepted Masons. This brought into the
fraternity many well-to-do men be
tween 16G0 and 1700. after which work
in the lodges was only in the symbo
lism of work performed by earlier
Masons.
Fjur surviving old lodges met in
I.ondon in 1717 and formed a grand
lodge of England. There was only
one degree then. By 1724 the three
degrees of entered apprentice, fellowcraft and master Mason, were on the
ritual, and have since constituted uni
versal Masonry, which is a necessaryprelude to membership In all later Ma
sonic rites.
The origin of the symbols used in the
rituals is also shrouded in mystery.
A large part is attributed to the re
search and ingenuity of antiquarians,
who late in the seventeenth century
made the mystic ornamentation for the
surviving Mason guilds in England.
These were supplemented by activity
along that line soon after the forma
tion of the original grand lodge at
London in 1717.

News of the Busy Educational
World In and Outside of
Knox County.

We are doing by thousands of pounds the
largest candy business in our 15 years’
history.

bly of Masons supposed to have been
held there in 926. This lodge main
tained friendly relations with the ori
ginal grand lodge, and died a natural
S & H Maine Maid Sweets
death in 1792.
In 1751 nine lodges
chartered by the grand lodge seceded
S & H Commodore Chocolates
and formed a grand lodge of England
S & H Eraemore Chocolates
according to old constitutions. This
historical schism ended in the reunion
of 1813, out of which emerged the
(2123)
United Grand Lodge of Ancient Free
masons of England. This permanent
Made in Portland for Everybody’s Sweet Tooth
union in 1813, under the duke of Kent,
as the grand master of the Ancients,
and the duke of Sussex as the grand
master of Moderns, forever ended the
controversy.
The connection between Masonry
and Templary of Malta knighthood is
ble woman. Besides her husband she
in Masonic legends that the crusaders,
ROCKPORT
leaves two sons, Edward of Dorchester
when they returned from Palestine,
and Arthur of Norwood, Mass. Fu
took refuge among Masons and be
Mrs George Torrey and son George neral services were held Friday after
queathed to them their rites. This
noon at her late residence in Walpole
idea was fostered in an address de Washington, Jr., who have been guests
The Baptist circle will be entertained
livered in 1737 by Chevalier Ramsey, a of Mrs, Ernest Torrey, returned Friday
Wednesday at the' home of Mrs.
Scotchman, who became a Mason in to their home in Deer Isle.
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Sjogren of Brook Blanche Ellsworth on Main street. A
London in 1728.
By 1743, Masonic
line, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Sjogren's picnic dinner will >be served.
Templary, dressed in the historical at
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Sellers, who
mather, Mrs. Edgar Smith, at Mrs. S
mosphere of the Knights of the Temple
F. Smith’s for two weeks.
were called here by the illness anil
and Malta, spread across Europe and
The Twentieth Century Club will be death of Mrs Sellers mother. Mrs. Em
through the influence of the English
entertained Friday afternoon at the ily E. Wentworth, returned last week
and Irish grand lodges into America.
home of Mrs. Minetta Paul.
to Vinalhaven.
• • • .
Miss Caroline Fuller was called to
Modern Scottish Rite Masonry, with Walpole, Mass,, last week by the death
its 33 degrees, was perfected in 1801 of her aunt, Mrs. Edward W. Hark
at Charleston. S C„ but it had its be ness
ginnings in Scotland. At the close of
tts
Mrs. C. W. Steward and daughter
the sixteenth century in the Scottish A.llce w(>re in Portland Saturday.
lodges there was a password, but no
Mrs. Jennie Harkness is confined to
degrees or ceremonials.
In 1736 a her home by illness.
grand lodge for Scotland was formed,
All who are interested in the imas well as provincial lodges. Gradually pr vement of our town are urged to
"The Fireproof Wallboard”
the remaining Scotland rite of 25 de m( ‘ H. Heistad at the High School
grees was invented in France later, bv
ng, Wednesday evening, March i
and brought to America, where the 7
7.30 o’clock. Every man and i
present rite of 35 degrees was perfect woman should be interested in this j
Once it is nailed to the
ed.
movement and should at least suppor; |
studs or joists Sl-.cetroclt
Masonry was introduced from Eng it hy being present at this meeting Mr. |
is on to stay. Sheet rock
land into Ireland in 1730. The first Heistad has given this matter much at- j
walls and ceilings are fire
Masonic lodge in France was at Dun ter.tion, and has plans to submit to the I
proof. And they cannot
kirk in 1721 and had an English char townspeople which with their co-opera- j
warp, shrink or buckle.
acter, as did the first lodges in Spain. tion will add greatly “to the beauty of
For Sheetrock, manufac
Germany, the Netherlands, Austria, our town.
tured by the special USG
Greece, Turkey, Russia, Italy, Portu
The Baptist circle will have a sale;
process, is made from rock.
gal. India, China, South Africa, Japan, and Easter supper Wednesday after- ;
Made from rock I Just
and the American colonies.
noon and evening, March 28.
think whatthat means. For
News has been received of the death j
Only five iffjsusonle rites of any con
more Sheetrock informa
sequence survive today.
Ail draw of Mrs. Fannie (Fuller) Harkness, wife J
tion, write, phone or call.
their initiates from the first three of Capt. Edward W.~Harkness, which
V
English symbolic degrees of entered occurred last week at her home in
W. H. GLOVER CO.
Walpole,
Ma^ss.
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Hark

apprentice, fellowcraft and master Ma
ness were former residents of Rock
son.
ROCKLAND
The American rite begins with the port and many will be saddened to
first three degrees, conferred in lodges learn of her death. She was 80 years
continuing if desired, with four de of age, 'the sister of the late John S
grees, mark master, past master, most Fuller of Rockport, and a mo.st estima
excellent master, and royal arch Ma
son, conferred in chapters; the option-1
ai three degrees, royal master, select!
master, and super-excellent master,!
conferred in councils, and finally three
orders of grades, companion of the Red |
Cross, Knight Templar and Knight of j
St. John and Malta, conferred in com-1
manderies of Knights Templar. All,
this, from the first three basic degrees j
on; is in what is known as the York I
rite.

The Essenes of the first three cen
turies perfected the Kahhala, of which
there is a suggestion in Masonry. The
Culdees, apostolic monks of eastern or
igin, found later in Britain, were
drawn upon for early architecture.
Elias Ashmole. an eminent antiquarian,
one of the early accepted Masons, was
a Rosicrucianj and as that cult did.
Masonry displays the double and sin
gle triangles, a point within a circle,
and tho hexagon. From the Mason
guilds were derived the square and
compass. King Solomon’s temple and
its two pillars, St. John the Baptist,
the five, seven and nine, and words,
grips and signs.
After the impulse given Freemason
ry, culminating in the period of 17171725. when the three symbolic degrees,
or the “blue lodge’’ Masonry, was per
fected, a -second period of elaboration
of degrees marked the rest of the
eighteenth century.
In the ten years after 1717 organized
Masonry spread through the United
Kingdom to the continent of Europe
and to many British colonies, including
In 1730 the American colonies.
In this way began the historic period
of Masonry, through tire British navy
and army lodges, and by co-operation
from Masons who were members of
the British diplomatic service aboard
lodges sprung up soon In almost all
quarters of the world.
The first grand master of the grand
lodge of England was Anthony Sayre
He was followed by George Pnyne, and
then by Dr. John Theophilus Ilesaguliers. In 1720 the general regulations
of the craft were complied. These
were revised hy Doctor Desaguliers
and Rev. James Anderson, a Scotch
Presbyterian clergyman, and published
in 1723 as “Charges of a Freemason.’’
The foundation of the grand lodge
resulted in thorough,organization. Be
fore 1717 lodges met when and where
desired. After 1717, lodges were cre
ated by warrant, elected permanent of
ficers, and met at stated times at stat
ed locations.
In 1724 a grand lodge of England
was formed hy an old lodge at York,
which claimed to date from in assem

1

This Season

For These 3 Reasons

Try Them

Look for the

S&H

Dealer

SHEETROCK
It is On to Stay

After the first three degrees con
ferred in the blue lodge a Mason may
continue his work in the Scottish rite.
The degrees there, from the fourth to
the fourteenth, are in lodges of per
fection; the fifteenth and sixteenth, in
councils of Princes of Jerusalem; the
seventeenth and eighteenth, in chap
ters of Rose Croix, the nineteenth to
tlie thirty-second, inclusive, in consis
tories of Princes of the Royal Secret.
The Scottish rite degrees under the
administration of a supreme council
and may be conferred only on Master
Masons. There are two other degrees
in Scottish Rite Masonry. They are
conferred as marks of recognition to
thirty-second degree Masons, and are
highly prized as honors. They are, the
Knight Commander of the Court of
Honor, and the thirty-third degree.
The French Masonic rite is based on
the first three degrees, and then there
are four more, selected from among
those most popular in France among
the many which appeared in the period
between 1750 and 1800.
The rite used by most German
lodges, living in sanction in the grand
lodge of three globes, udds to the first
three basic degrees seven degrees
drawn from Scottish rite sources, and
the Templar theory of the origin of
Masonry.
The Swedish rite, practiced in Nor
way and Sweden, mixes the French
and English systems.
Requisites for admission to Masonry
is in brief a Supreme Being and im
mortality of the soul. No atheist can
become a Mason.
The Masonic fraternity differs sharp
ly from all other secret societies in
that its relief or charity work among
members is purely voluntary, depen
dent on the need in each Individual
case. Each Mason is supposed to help
to the measure of his ability to do so,
and he is the sole judge of his ability
to aid.
The laws of Masonry are derived
from three sources—ancient usages of
the craft, grand lodge legislation, and
the by-laws of the lodges.

OW human it is to be grateful to the defenders of
our country in time of war, and to give scant ap*
preciative thought to the soldiers and sailors who serve
in time of peace.

H

A similar attitude is sometimes taken toward the ser
vices of the funeral director. Yet the very fact that he
is professionally trained, modqfnly equipped and fully
prepared to serve us in the crisis we could in nowise
face without him is in itself a serv ice to us all

Rockport High
The attendance has been very good
lately with little illness.
The school has formed an orchestra
end the members are practicing all
their spare time.
The Senior English class is taking
i p all forms of discourse and some very
good themes have been written.
If there is any one in town who has
any books or magazines that they are
through with, the school would be glad
to have them in their library. Notify
Milford Payson, librarian, and he will
call for them.
Bryant, Dow and Ingraham are can
didates for baseball manager.
The Warren, Union, St George, Wal
doboro, and Rockport high schools have
formed a baseball league. Huse Tib
betts and Francis Dow attended the
meeting in Warren recently to discuss
the proposed league. This will give our
team a chance to play against teams
that are more evenly matched.
The Physics class has completed the
study of electricity, much to the regret
of the members.
Beginning next week, the remainder
of the term will be spent practically on
reviewing the work covered so far this
term, in preparation for the final ex
aminations.
Don't forget that the Senior Class
will serve dinner town meeting day at
the Y. M. C. A In the evening they
will give a dance in the Sea Side Pa
vilion.
....
The removal of music from Vinal
haven schools has not met with, favor
on the part of the youngsters and they
had a parade last Friday to try an in
fluence the voters to make a restora
tion. The youngsters from the 6th,
th, and 8th grades made the line car
rying placards and banners asking a
favorable vote.
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WARREN
SERVICE

TEMPORARILY

A

Professional & Business Cards

In the time of need he answers every call, no matter
at what hour of the day or night it comes, no mat
ter how far it takes him, to what dangerous or disa
greeable tasks it leads him, or what suffering he must
witness and, being human, must share.
Then it is that you find in him a friend and counsellor,
and because he has been called so many times into
homes where sorrow has' called first, he under
stands just what to do in the way that makes
the last tribute a comforting memory.
Reproduced fy permission of Tlie Cincinnati Coffin Com
pany front a copyrighted advertisement whuh appeared in
The .Saturday Lining Post of March it, 1^22.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers Since 1849
Nigh* Telephone 781-W 1UH KLAND. Oay Telephone 450.
border-Symbol Piah-Seher-A hicr. Egyptian Triune Cod of ihe reiurredion.
Message number seven tCoppnghled lyJi C. C. Co.
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Are

Other

Rockland

EGGS

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE

Similarly Situated.

Can there be any stronger proof of
fered than the evidence of Rockland
residents?
After you have read the
following, quietly answer the question.
Lewis IL Gray ex-police officer. 12
Hill street, Rockland, says: “I suffered
for a long time from kidney complaint.
My back became weak and lame and
I was so bad I couldn't attend to my
work. I tried numerous remedies but
it was painful for me to stoop. At times
nothing gave me relief until I began
using Doan’s Kidney Pills. Doan’s
quiekly relieved me, making me feel
like a different person.” (Statement
given July 17, 1911.)
On Aug. 27, 1920, Mr. Gray said:
"The testimony I gave in 1911 still
holds good. Doan’s Kidney Pills cured
me of a severe attack many years ago
and I have always relied upon them
since.”
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don’t simp
ly ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Gray
had. Foster-Milburn Co., Mfrs., Buf
falo, N. Y.

Make Your Product a Standard
In Thii Community. We
Will Carry Your Menage
Into Ev'ry Hom

Mrs. Mertie Stimpson

IRTHMORE
BUTTERMILK
MASH FEED
Don't take chance*—il you want heavier egg yield, more satisfac

tory hatches and stroim, vigorous, healthy hens, use the feed that
is made in New England for the New England Poultrvmau—
WIRTHMORE
BUTTERMILK

MASH FEED

WITH FISH

A MCAT SCRAPS

I,' -10% •.«»—
ST ALBANS CRAIN CO.
CHAS.H COX CO.

Contains selected Beef Scraps, Fish Meal, Pure Dried Buttermilk
—ingredients that provide the necessary vitality lo insure big egg
yields. Will positively make your hens lay MORE eggs, winter
usd summer, than any other mash, regardless of price.

Write for the Wirthmore Egg Record Book today.

Medicine
For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY

Mailed Free

—on request.

Cod Liver Oil, Rum
and Honey

ST. ALBANS CRAIN CO., Manufacturers, St. Albans, Vt.

CHAS. M. COX CO;, Wholesale Distributors, Boston, Mass.

ONE QUALITY ONLY-THE BEST
WE

Mr. Merchant—

PLEASANT POINT

feed

People

SELL AND

Build up a reserve power to
withstand cold and exposure.

Those in a run down condition
are most susceptible to colds and
sickness.

RECOMMEND

WIRTHMORE POULTRY FEEDS
A.

.

.

Pierre Cartier's

Get More

NOT THEJNLY ONE

SUSPENDED

Mrs F. M. Oliver greatly appreciated
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS
the shower of cards and-letters which
came as such a (surprise to her last Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Tuesday, She was remembered by
early 200 of her friends on this occaBANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
lon.
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursday* at
Miss Rachel Emerson of Portland G OO
P M for Boston.
opened her home, formerly the WakeReturn—Leave Boston Tuesdava and Friday®
Held residence, Saturday for a short at 5.00 P. M Leave Rockland Wednesday* and
Saturdays
at 5 00 A M.; Camden 5 45 A. M.;
stay.
Belfast 7 15 A M. ; Bucksport 9 00 A. M.;
Mrs. Katie Blake and son Woodrow due Winterport 9 30 A M
Return Leave Wluterport Mondays and
were guests of Mrs. Annie Watts SunThursdays at 1(1 UO A M for Bos'or and wuy
lay.
landings, due the following moruing about
Misses Lucille Walker and Elsie Ler 7.00 A. .VI
mond returned Saturday morning to
BLUEHILL LINES
Massachusetts to 'be in readiness for MT. DESERT
FRIENDSHIP
the opening of the school term.
BAR HARBOR LINE
Of great convenience have been the
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A M for
Town meeting will be held March 12.
North Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor, •
Mrs. Percy Wincapaw, who has been well shoveled walks, in a stormy win Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
caring for Mrs Julia Cushman, has ter such as this, to ibe found on the bor II A. M.
—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays a*. 8 00
returned home and Mrs. Phoebe Burns eastern side of the village around Han A Re.urn
M for Rockland and way landings
y’s corner and to the faithful shovelers
is employed in that capacity.
BLUE HILL LINE
he “women folks’’ have been especially
A meeting cf the village improve
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
grateful.
ment Society was held in WesteTIargl’s
Dark Harbor. Kggemoggin, South Brooksville
Jeruel Hart accompanied Richard SargentWile. Deer Isle, Brooklln, South BlueHall Thursday evening to make plans
Emery
to
his
home
In
Auburn
Saturday
hill, due Bluehill 11.45 A M
f< r another field day. Committees on
Return Leave Bluehill Mondays at 8 00 A.
arrangements and entertainment were where he was to he his guest for the M. for Rockland and way kiudlugi
weekerid.
At Boston connection is made via the Met
chosen.
Mrs Fannie E. Brown of Thomaston ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
Messrs. Granville Brown and Chas
New York and points South and West.
Wallace were in Augusta on business was a Sunday guest of her daughter,
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Mrs. Helen B. Overlock.
recently.
Portland-New York Freight Servlet
Miss Edith French is making a vaca
Clams are getting scarcer and scarc
Direct Freight Service between Portland and
er. Surely something ought to be done tion visit with her grandmother, Mrs. New York is resumed from the New State
Pier, Portland, Me.
to protect them (besides high water) or Henrietta French.
Through rates and direct track connections
Mr. and Mrs. William Stevens were
they will soon be extinct as they al
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
guests of Mrs. Stevens’ parents, Mr. roads
ready are on the muscle beds.
F. S SHERMAN, Supt , Rockland, Maine.
Mr Preble has f-esigned his pastorate ind Mrs. Erastus Whitney, Sunday.
R S SHERMAN, Agent. Kockland. Maine
Mr. Seais and Mrs. Wotton were
cf the Methodist church.
A drama was staged at Westerland’s guests of Mr. and .Mrs. John Robbins
Vinalhaven & Rockland
Hall Saturday evening. A good audi Sunday.
Warren Whitney was in Rockland
ence filled the hall and the sum of $7:
Steamboat Co.
recently.
was realized.
Mr. and Mrs. William Burgess and
Alton Prior broke through the ice re
The direct route between
eently while returning from his work son were guests of Mr. and Mrs. John ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
on I.ong Island. Fortunately he was Robbins Sunday.
STONINGTON AND SWANS ISLAND
Clarence Whitney was the guest of
not alone and was soon pulled out of
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
the icy waters, otherwise there might his aunt at the village Sunday.
Mrs. Agnes Brennan of Rockland was
(Subject to change without notice)
have been a different story to tell.
Many of the poultry men have set a guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
Leaves Swan's Island daily except Sundays
their incubators, a sure sign ot spring Melbourne Spear Sunday.
About 25 members of King Hiram at 5 30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
Wentworth Bradford of Union is
Vinalhaven
and Rockland
stopping with his uncle, lliley Bradford CouncH attended the Friday evening
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M., for
session in Rockland, reporting a very Vinalhaven.
at this writing.
North Haven, Stonington, aud
Swan's Island.
Theodore Cushman, M. D., has pur enjoyable time.
W S WHITE.
Mrs. Carrie Howe of Providence, R.
chased a very fast pacer of Frank
General Manager
I , was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Gardner- Dr. Cushman intends to en
Kockland. Maine. Jan’y 6. 1923
ter this animal in the free for all at lfahn Thursday.
Warren Grangers to the number of
Union next fall.
The Village Improvement society has 31 attended the Thursday evening 1
derided to take over the swamp as an grange meeting at South Warren. A
addition to the baseball park. The great time was reported, not a small
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
wamp is now owned by L. C. Creamer part of the fun being the ride in broth
C.
M.
WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
er
Sam
Norwood
’
s
two-horse
sled,
f the Boston Lobster Co.
Dwight Wotton has been taken to which conveyed the greater part of
Chiropractor
those who attended. Mr. Norwood’s
Missouri for treatment.
400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
team
was
again
requisitioned
for
th«Nelson Lash is visiting in Port Clyde
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
grange social at East Warren Friday
Office Hours:
evening at which Messrs. Hart and Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12, 2-5, 7-8
TENANT’S HARBOR
Tuesdays. Thursdays. 10-12, 2-5
Emery furnished some of their enliven
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. 886
all day sessions in the church parlor ing music.
The Ladies' Sewing Circle has held
Harry Spear of Camden was a visitor
the past two Wednesdays. The pres on friends and relatives in town Satur Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
ent work is quilting.
,
day.
Osteopathic Physicians
Mrs Clara Davis returned hom
Judson Clements who passed his 75th
31 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
Tuesday after spending the last few milestone last September concluded his
HOURS; 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
Mrs. Leroy Smiley is gaining slowly duties Saturday as a worker in the dye
EVENINGS II SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMTNT
months with relatives in Connecticut.
house at Georges River mill, where his
Telephone 136
Mrs. William Pease of Martinsville is s-rvices in dying the yarn have covered
after a few weeks illness. *Her mother a period of over 40 years. In that time
H. V. tweedie m d
still with her.
he has worked under three different
Mrs. David Sumner was called to managements having begun before the
Diseases of the Eye;
Dorchester, Mass., by the illness of her burning of the old mill on March IK,
Refractions, Etc.
mother. During her absence Miss Eve 1868. Charles Saunders has been hired
407 MAIN STREET
lyn Morris is companion for Miss Pack
to work at the dye house in place of
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M ; I te 5 P. M.
ard, High School assistant who boards Mr. Clements.
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-1
Office Telephone 493-W
at Mrs. Sumner’s
An especially fine musical was given
The local doctor is very busy these Sunday evening at the Baptist church
days as there is much sickness all over es was promised in Saturday’s Courier- E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
the town.
Gazette. The male quartette was omit
Offlct: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Mrs. Martha Baeheider gave a birth
ted on account of the illness of Chester
Office
Hours; I te 3 and 7 te 9 P. M
day party to a few of her friends thi
Wyllie, who was to have taken part.
y.-et-k and a buffet lunch was served.
Fhe Rev Mary L. Jfadey of Hallowell Residence until 9 A. M. ind by Aaaeintmsnt
F. W. Merriam, the schoolhouse assisted at this meeting.
Telephones: Residence. 41-4; Office 140
evangelist of Bangor called on G. N
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil M. Robinson of
Batchelder this week.
Providence, announce the birth of a
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
daughter—Virginia Taft, horn Feb. 28.
E. B. SILSBY, Surg«on
Mrs. Robinson will he remembered as
—and—
Miss E. Lillian Taft of Providence.
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
The Davis Garment Store, corner of
Talephona 123
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, has
some special trades in ladies new’
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
spring dresses, coats and suits. 27-28

COMPLEE

There

for

Augusta. A{7.00 a. m. 17.30 a. tu., Il.lOp. m.
Bingor. Af7 IK) a. m. 17 ;0a. nt., Il.lOp. tn.
Bath A {7.00 a. in.. 17.30 a. iu^ U-W p
15 30 p. in.
Boston. A 57.00 a nt., 17.30 a. tn., tl-lOp. nt.
Brunswick A $7.00 a. in., t7.3O a. in.. fi.lt)
p. nt.. 15 30 p. in..
Lewiston. A§7.00 a. m. 17.30 a.m., tl 10 p m.
New York. Il.lOp. ni.
Portland. At7.00 a. in , t".30a. in., tl.lb p in.,
15 30 p tr..
Waterville A|7.00a m., *7.30a.m. tl.10p.m.
Woolwich. 57.00 a. in., 17.30 a. in., tl.10 p.m..
15.30 p. m.
1 Dully, except Sunday
§ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
9-24-22 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Pasxnger Agt.

BESSEY. UNION, ME.

I

Pleasant to take and harmless.
FOR SALE BY

C. W. SHELDON,
Rockland
WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom’tn
BOYNTON’S PHARMACY Camden
And at all other Go- ’ ~
torse

Never has this community been more
shocked or more saddened than on
hearing of the sudden death of Mertie,
wife of Lawrence B. Stimpson, which
occurred Feb. 27. Mrs. Stimpson was
horn at Pleasant Point. Jan. 23, 1902,
being the only child of Mr. and Mrs.
.Limes M. Seavey. She spent her girl
hood days here and since her marriage
to Mr. .Stimpson they have always
lived with her parents. She was one
of our best loved and smartest young
ladies. Iler hands were never idle and
she had a ready sale for her beautiful
crochet work, having orders for her
fancy work as far as New York. Be
sides all this, she was always ready
and willing to help anyone who needed
her, especially in sickness. Her sunny
disposWion made for her many friends.
The funeral service which was held at
the home Friday afternoon, was con
ducted hy George Brown of Port Clyde,
a friend of the family, and was at
tended hy a large gathering of friends.
Many tears were shed as the assembled
friends saw the little three day old
twin babies, Gwendolyn Alice and
Howard James, who were so soon left
motherless. The floral offerings were
many and beautiful, among them a
wreath from Acorn Grange of which
Mertie was a valued member. The re
mains were taken to Thomaston and
placed in the receiving tomb. The
synhpathy of the entire community
goes out to the sorrowing husband, al
so to the father and mother and to the

DRUG

AND

SUNDRY

LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING, PRINTING ANO ENLARGING.

370 Main St., Rockland. Me.
GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskins

A

Co.

417 MAIN ST. - • ROCKLAND. ME.

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probate Matters
37S MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Telephones—Office 468.

House 603-W

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attoroev at Law

VOTERS OF THOMASTON
Are You PROGRESSIVE or SENTIMENTAL?
Former, Come and Show Your Colors.

Everybody Goes To the Park—Be Among the "Everybodies"

If the

SAeSTRANDTheatre
JOSEPH DONDIS. Manager

BIG

TODAY’S
A special town meeting has been called to convene in Watts Hall,
Thomaston, TUESDAY. MARCH 6. at 7:30 P. M. to see if the town
will vote to adopt the Australian ballot system.

What is the PROCESS of this system as applied to towns?
1.

2.

3.

4-

77/E MEETING is called to order at fhe time appointed, and a
MODERATOR is elected in the old way. 'Phis Moderator is pres
ent at the entire session, oversees the voting, and tills any vacancies
left by the Selectmen, who have previously appointed the ballot
clerks.
THE ROLES are open at least tour hours.
CANDIDATES are nominated either at party caucuses or by hav
ing obtained signers to their petition in the proportion of one to
every fifty voters.
The names of the candidates are placed on the BALLOL alpha
betically, under the name of the office, with no designation as to
party, and spaces are left for the insertion of any name not printed
thereon. The voter merely makes the cross-mark (X) beside the
name of his choice. These names include all officers formerly
elected by ballot, but not the Road Commissioner or Tax Collector.
'Phe TOWN CLERK prepares the ballot and POSTS IT conspicu
ously in a public place at least four days before the election.
ALL PRECEDURE at the polls is the same as at Gubernatorial
elections, and is therefore familiar to every voter.
ELECTION OE OFFICERS is by a plurality vote.

What are the ADVANTAGES of the Australian Ballot?

.

FEATURE

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
TuftS-tf

LAST TIMES TODAY—(TUESDAY)
D. W. GRIFFITH'S

RODOLPH VALENTINO and EARL WILLIAMS
—IN—

of

A ROGUE'S ROMANCE
THE

OF

STORY

WEDNESDAY

A

MASTER

AND

CROOK
ASK THOSE WHO SAY/ IT YESTERDAY
FIRST TIME AT LESS THAN $1.03 SEATS AT PRICES
BALCONY 28c
FLOOR 35c

THURSDAY

Dorothy Gish in “The Country Flapper”

WEDN£SDAY

Beauty, wit, genius, dash, vitality, zip and the great underlying

12 REELS

charm of the real American girl combine to make Dorothy

THE

Gish’s portrayal of ’ The Country Flapper" a real inspiration

—the Hit of the Year

SHERLOCK HOLMES STORY

AUSTRALIAN

BALLOT

LARRY

RESULT

"29 Years of Progressive
Automobile building
should mean a whole.
lot to you
your de-,
eision'

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS

DIRECT

IN WARREN

IN PREPARING

YOUR INCOME TAX RETURNS
You may find some question you wish to ask.

Bring it to us.

We shall be pleased to have you consult us
freely.

5 Ta’bot Ave.
Rockland, Maine

f

and l^pi

--

I" ‘
“'b’

T-S

FROM

ITS

SEASON'S

OF ANCIENT

^^ls

ROME

RUN

ON

j
i

BROADWAY,

N.

Y.

The Greatest Screen Spectacle Of All Times
MATINEE AND

NIGHT—BALCONY 28c—FLOOR 35c

Hhi!II;,

They Kill Millions of InsectDestroying Birds Every
Year.

Gross Asso.s .....................

fnu.-.

dad I Island to
z Z

61-tf

Telephone 60
Matinee 2 P. M. Evening 6:15, 8:30

C.urjdus over al! Liabilities .

j
I
I
!

WANTED—(MUii for general farm work; good
milke' and teamster.
B. TOLMAN, Wavrat
Maine It. F I). No 1
28-36
WANTED Housekeeper hi family of adults
Write HOISF.KKWPEK." care The Courier
Gazette
r 28*36
WANTED Conk and second girl Inquire at
office of (’ H. Berry Es:ate, over St. Railway
waiting room, from 2 to 4 1*. M
MRS
CHARLES H BERRY________
28-tf
WANTED—A table girl. Inquire' at the
THORNDIKE HOTEL________________ 27-tf
WANTED—Firemen and Brakemen, beginners
$150-$250 monthly, no strike (which position ? J.
Write RAILWAY, care Courier-Gazette 27*32
WANTED—Chef.
Good .opportunity with
growing organization for high class man with
shore and chicken dinner experience. Box 3,
CAPE (X1TTAGE. Maine______________ 26*28
WANTED—Competent woman for general
housework. Tel 170-3, WARREN
26-28
WANTEO—ltKI'RLSENTATIVK In lhi» vlcin
ity to sell our high grade line of women’s coni
fort and children's shoes direct from our fac
tory to the wearer. A reliable man willing to
work can have a substantial income Apply to
MELVIN SHOE GO., 564 Atlantic Ave , Boston,
Mass
26*28
WANTED Woman with child seven years old
would like position as housekeeper. 4 BI’N
KER STHBKT. Cttf
*5-tf
WANTED--Small Varm: describe buildings.
location and price RALPH MILLER, 80 Kchooi
Street. Gardner, Mass
25*30
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female
Highest prices oaid. JOHN 8.
RANLETT, Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14. 15tf

Summer C-ottages and Board
NOW Is the time when people are laying
summer vacation, plans The Courier-Gazette
suggests that owners of cottage proi><rty. to
let or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
announce the fa'-t under this heading, where It
will be read all over New England

For Sale
FOR SALE—Seven thoroughbred buff Orping
ton hens and one roaster; also ten single comb
' white leghorn millets. Price right.
F K
« Alibi NEK
492 Old Count v Road Tel
' KOUW__________________________ 28-36
i FOR SALE-Two large gray and white geese
1 ud one gander. FREDERICK MONROE, South
Thomaston. Me Tel. 647-14.
28-36
FOR SALE—Westinghouse Radio Receiving
Set. Detector and two stage amplifier, type R C.
n’ h three tubes, two 22U volt • B ’ batteries
and pair Brandes Superior headphones Pri<’•
Si25 cash CaM. write or phone JEROME C
I.THROWS. 66 Beech St., Rockland, Me. Tel
ri*-W.__________________
28-tf
FOE SALE One Ford half-ton truck, canopy
top Good Mieheliti tires Everything in zood
limning shape. Attachmenl for trailer.
One trailer with soMd rubber tires.
One iron power drill, can be used by hand:
tight and loos? pulleys attached
One saw table with arbor raising and lower
ing bed.
One foot power jig saw.
These to 1m? sold at a price that will warrant
v iur inspection
HERBERT B BARTER. Main
Street Til 25 or 757-13
28-tf
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers,
)0 to CO h p. Horizontal and upright. Suit
able for portable mills, factories, host shope.
hoisters. etc. I L SNOW CO , Cltv
3-tfFOR SALE—iyl6 Apperson Touring; excel
lent condition throughout. Price $350. A. C.
JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. 'Phone
576 R
FOR SALF—Pair of good all-round horses
weighing 2860
Will sell separate HAROLD
F HITLER. Thomaston Street, (’ity.
27*29
FOR SALE—Behr Bros Piano, used two years,
.'•» good as new. EDITH WIMMER. 61 So Main
.'■I.,- City.
27*29
FOR SALE—K ineo kitchen range 1n goml
condition. Price $26. <’aU at MRS. WALTER
»1 SPEAR. 74 Beech SL
27-tf
FOR SALE—Ford delivery with panel bodv ;
good running condition. .1. A JAMESON CO .
It • h-ki.-nd Tel 17__________
27-tf
FOR SALE—Four extra fine collie pups, males
.'iih' females; best of stock, beauties; color
sable, white markings. DR SHERMAN. Rock
land Telephone 598-W.
26*28
FOR SALE—New and second safes; til
sizes, 25 White Iron Beds with Springs. $6 98
each while they last. Bargains. All kinds of
lloust Furnishings Small House S,tles a spe
cialty II F. HICKS, 65 Limerock St Tex
•564-M.
26*31

'

FOR SALE Square piano in good condition;
.••Iso tw» stores. WOMAN’S RELIEF (XkRPS.
llnmaston.
26-28
FOR SALE—New and second-hand marine
and stationary gas engines. I L. SNOW CO ,
Machine Shop Dept.
25-37
FOR SALE—House apd lot at 45 Grove St,
formerly occupied by D. L. McCartey. Inquire
of C M HARRINGTON_______________ 15-tf
FOR SALE—4 upright second hand pianos
STUDLEY’S FURNITURE STORE, 283 .Main
Street, Rockland.
10-tf

1 o Let
TO LET—Large sunny, well heated room
Couple preferred
Absolutely clean.
Good
service. Other rooms. 25 PARK •STREET.
___________________________________ 23*30
TO LET—Furnished tenement, all modern,
electric Egh.s, gas and bath; hot and cold wa
ter. Rent reason able. Cail or telephone to
FLOYD L. SHAW, 47 North Main St , Cltv.
Tel 422-12.
27-tf
TO LET—Two tLinishtd rooms and kitchen
• /ght housekeeping; electric lights and bathroon> 27 PARK STREET Tel 45-13. 27*29
TO LET Furnished Rooms, electric lights,
bo: water heat, and bath 5 Union St., onp
depot ANNIE THORNDIKE.
27-23

TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house
keeping; also healed rooms by day or week:
electric lights and bath. MAIN STREET, cor
ner Willow. No 2
26*28
TO LET Upstairs tenement at 684 Main
•tif» t Will he vacant March 1 .1. H MELVIN,
2t Gay Street, Rockland
25-tf
TO LET Store on Limerock street formerly
occupied by 1 „tal Telegraph Inquire of H. It
MI LLEN or BASIL STINSON.
22-tf
TO LET—Four furnished rooms, convenient
kitchen, at 27 Pacific St. Inquire of L
BREWER, 39 Park Street
17-t.f
TO LET—A little gem of a five room fur
nish?d apartment. Must be seen to be ap
preciated Apply to R. U. COLLINS. 375 Main
Street, Rockland. Maine.
15-tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET_______________
135*tf
TO LET—5-room tenement; good location.
L X. CHASE. 45 Middle St. Tel 665-2.

______________ _______

TO LET—Nlne-rown tenement; good loca
tion L. F. CHASE, <5 Middle 8treet. Tel.
665-2______________________________ 128-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
45tf
1.587.407 78 J R. Five 221 Main St.. Rockland

Miscellaneous
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in 'Iota! Inabilities and Surplus . $6,1304101 53
EDWAHO W BERRY. Agent.
making income tax returns. 375 Main
PAPER HANGER-—When you want paper
No. 40 Broad Street, Rockland. Maine
Street.—20-tf
hanging, good work at right price, phone 349-M
28-T 34

Deduct items not admitted

279-285 MAIN STREET

EMPIRES

From the standpoint of bird conser
THURSDAY
vation and consequent insect destruc
Rex Beach’s Great Story
tion, the cat problem was discussed by
Dr, II. F. Twitchell, of Portland, be-j
“FAIR LADY”
fore the Cumberland County Audubon t
COMPANION FEATURE
Society and their guests at u dinner j
given at the Falmouth Hotel on Jan.,
ANETTE KELLERMAN
26. The doctor’s conclusions are the
In a Feast for the Eyes
result of careful, painstaking study and
hence merit the closest attention of all
“What Women Love”
persons having at heart the interest of
both cats and birds in their relations ■
THE NEW LEATHER PUSHERS
to insect life. He said:
2nd Chap^L
There is a direct relation between
FLOOR 28c
BALCONY 35c
the increase of cats and the increase;
of insects. Let us see what the ex- i
CHILDREN 10c
perts tell us about the insect pests, the!
relation of birds to these pests, and
where the cat comes .in. Insects cost j
Massachusetts from three to mine mil-|
WASHINGTON
lion dollars a year, it must cost Maine
one-third as much.
They cost the
The following books nave recently
United States one billion dollars; ten added to the Library: Tarzan and
dollars for every man, woman and The Jewels of Opar. Burroughs; A Girl
child in the country. This is the tri of the Limberlost, Porter; Empty Pock
bute we are paying tto the insect pest ets, Hughes; Summer in the Rockies.
How can we most successfully light Woodbridge; Olwyns Friends, Meade;
this pest? Nature shows us. If left and The House of the Wolf. Wevinan.
alone she would establish a balance.! Nine books of The Bunny Brown Se
but man comes on the stage with a ries has been loaned by Willard Ware
sublime indifference to Nature’s laws, to the Library for six months.
not only thoughtlessly destroying birds4
The girls of The Happy Hour^ Sew
himself, but leaves to unrestricted ing Club are rehearsing a health play
breeding, and ceaseless marauding, the “The Wonderful Window” which they
most ruthless of all bird enemies—the hope to produce the last of the month
cat.
at an entertainment the grange will
The number of insects the birds de give at that time.
stroy is well-nigh incredible.
In
The snowshoe club has been very
Massachusetts they destroy twenty- active the past two weeks going out
one thousand bushels daily through the both day and night. The moonlight
summer months. A Nebraskan esti evlnings were delightful for the sport.
mates that they destroy 170 car-loads
Francis Crooker is visiting in Bos
day in his state. In New York statei ton.
they destroy three bushels annually.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Overlook at
\V. If. Oates of Michigan estimates that tended church here Sunday.
birds are worth ten million dollars an
Alma Mitchell of Burkettville is
nually to his state. The birds work for visiting her cousin Marguerite Lincoln.
us all the time, never strike, and with
The strong eat well, sleep well, look w?’I
out pay, singing their hearts out while
The weak don’t. Hood's SiTTsapariila makes the
doing it.
weak strong adv.
Now. for the much abused cat. 1
have no brief against the properly re
strained cat. Your neighbor may ask.
Eggs and Chicks
“Haven’t I a right to keep a cat?’’ Most
assuredly, but don’t ask me to keep it
half the time for you. Some persons
would rather have your cow than your
eat on thffiir lawn.
What logic is there in the law thU't
■ollects five dollars from me when 1
hoot a robin in your garden, but per
mits my cat to kill any number with
out penalty?
Three are probably 25 million cats in
the United States. In Maine there is
ORDERS TAKEN FOR DAY-OLD CHICKS—
an average of one, so-called domestic
Tiaupkins’ strain. From vigorous, high produc
cat to every family—say 100,000,—and ing stock. E H SEEKINS, Buttenntlk Lane,
there are ns many more vagrant cats.
Rockland Tel 314-12_______________ 23*34
How many birds will o cat destroy in
FOR SALE—Orders taken for Day-old chicks
one season? Experts estimate any Pure bred S. C R. I. Reds; 3d in Stale egg
where from ten to 100. I have heard laying contest 1926 Eggs for hatching W. A
RIPLKY. Bocklaml Tel 5M-W
Ktf
persons boast of their cats killing 70.
I have also heard others say that
COMMERCIAL CASUALTY INSURANCE
‘Their cats never kill birds.” Friends,
COMPANY
“there aint no such animals.” The cat
Newark. New Jersey
ASSETS DEC 31. 1922
is only limited in its kill by its en
Real Estate ............................. . ip 365,066 66
vironments.
1.169,956 60
Mortgage Loans .....................
John Burroughs, Frank Chapman. T. Stocks and Bonds ...................
3.675.709 (hi
266 994 85
Gilbert Pearson, and Henshaw, con <5 h in Orthe ami Bank ....
963.754 72
sider cats the worst of all enemies to Am-r.ts' B;«lances ...................
50,390 4.'
D.iciest and Rents .................
birds. Considering the nestlings that Ah other Assets .....................
35.516 5*’
die from the destruction of the parent
$6,461,315 51
Gross Assets .......................
birds it is safe to charge every cat with
69,476 55
Deduct ittxns not admitted ..
a destruction of 50 birds a season, and
cats running wild in the woods practi
Admitted ............................. . $6,1.838 90
Liabilities DEC 31. 1922
cally live on thrushes and groundUnpaid Leases ................. . $1,536,323 66
nesting game birds. Thus our 200,000 Net
2.393 176 66
L’t earned Premiums .............
cats destroy for us in Maine 10.000,000 All other Liabilities.................
•462.030
1.666.666 96
birds a year. Can Maine afford such Cash Capital ...........................
1.066,000 66
Surpitts over all Liabilities ..
destruction of its insectiverous work
ers? Are her cats worth the one to To'.a: Liab.ilitles and Surplus .
$6,391,838 96
* Include-. Voluntary Reserve of
three million dollars she >s paying for
28-T-3
them annually?
What is the remedy? More thought
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
Of Hartford. Connecticut
ful painstaking restraint of the do
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1922
mestic cart, and the humane destruction
595 858 12
of all vagrant cats especially those Reai Estate ............................. . $ 4.86.1.789
35
Stocks and Bonds .................
about sporting camps and abandoned Cash in Office and Bank ....
364.551 113
669,376 37
Agents' Balances .....................
homes.
58,976 64
Some form of license would do away Inte:csi and Rents .................
Al. other Assets .....................
16,571
with vagrant city cats which are very
numerous. It is my strong conviction
Gross Assets ....................... . $6,149,116 68
312,219 15
that there should be a Sta.te license on Deduct items not admitted ..
cats. It would not only benefit our
Admitted .............................
$6,136,891 53
State in conserving bird life, but would
Liabilities DEC 31, 1922
be a humane method of caring for the
Net Unpaid Losses ................. . $ 366.242 82
neglected cats also. 1 invite an un 1 .learned Premiums ...............
2.672.826 93
biased consideration of -this subject AL other Limbi lilies .............
516 426 66
Cash
Capital
..........................
1.6611.0116 66
from all thoughtful persons.

WANTED
V. F. STUDLEY

2 BIG SHOWS—1 SMALL PRICE!

___

MEMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM :||l|!!t

to oxchango naw furniture for your old. We must keep our aecond
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; alio ranges and musical instruments.

/•mg n < 4
'I
' id ,

TOO MANY CATS

MASONIC ACCIDENT INSURANCE CMPANY.
Springfield. Massachusetts
ASSETS. IHOCJ MBEK 31 ST. 1922
Slocks and Bonds ..................... $ 352.021 71
< ash in Office and Bank ..........
69.227 77
A»«ti:t Balances ..........................
908 .»»
B’ilLs kecclva'’,h* ...........
2,112 tin
Interest and Rents .....................
4.696 32
A'i oilier June - ........................
7/

Rockland, Maine

r

Main Stre.t

/of Mrs j, L'
1 .
* JL

24-30

The Rockland National Bank

THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

h

SPECTACLE

--------------- 1

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

GRANITE AND MARBLE
CEMETERY WORK

GIANT SPECIAL
GRANDIOSE

""

THURSDAY

DEMOCRATIC TOWN COMMITTEE
Thomaston. Maine

Successor to A. F. Burton

A. C. JONES

ANd

Lost and Found

FOUND Striped lap rube between TTnlon anil
l.imerock St.4 F. GILES, 61 Limerock St , City.
28*lt
FOUND -Plain gold ring iu Thomaston. Apid' ju 11 KNOX ST . Thomaston
28*30
LOST—Female hound, black and brown spots;
col It. r marked W H. C Please notify HER
ni l;r < Liu <;k. Rockport. Me.
27*2“
LOST—Lett in waiting room cor. Park and
I’nion Sts Tuesday morning, book on designing
no tor boats Reward. Return to A. J POST.
13 State St.
26*28

Wanted

NERO

SEMON COMEDY

Nearly
Every
Progressive Town Officers Pretty Evenly
Town Has Adopted It, Why Divided—Total Appropriations Nearly $30,000.
Not Thomaston?

Mis Albert Ramqulst, who died
Rockland
February
24.
was
native of Camden, the daughter of Mr.
jand Mrs. Horatio Welch. She is sur
vived by her husband and infant son,
| her parents an l two brothers. Alfred
|and Richard, and three sisters, Georgia
Josephine and Grace, of Camden, all of
whom have th<- sympathy of many
ti lends.

II. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
making Incofne tax returns. 373 Main
Street.—20-tf

«
|

MRS. ALBERT RAMQUIST

W. P. STRONG

i Advertisements In this column not to exceed
’ three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
.for 30 teals Additional lines 5 cents each
I for r»'e time. 10 cents 3 times Six words make
. a lice

PHONE 409

The Davis Garment Store, corner of
The Davis Garment Store, comer of Main and Elm streets. Rockland, has
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, has some special trades in ladies new
some .special trades in ladies new spring dresses, coats and suits. 27-28
spring dresses coats and suits. 27-28

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

_ 5 In Everybody s Column

Evening, 6.45, 8.30,
Matinee 2 P. M. daily.
Thursday & Friday Special Pictures and Prices

Party honors were pretty well divid
ed in yesterday’s town meeting at War
bmftmktant
ren. although the Republicans will
Tc the Voters of Thomaston:—
There will be a special town meeting in Wat s have a majority on the board of se
Iiall. Tuesday evening, March 6. at 7 30 o’clock, lectmen.
The results of the voting
tu see if the town will vole to adopt the Aus
2.
tralian ballot form of voting at the annua, were:
t wn meeting
Moderator—C. C. Starrett, Deni.
This is favored by the Republican party in
Town Clerk—D. Gould, Rep.
town, but the Democratic party believes lbs
to bt a bad arrangement for a small town
Selectmen and Overseers—A. M.
Ii is expensive, cumbersome, anti tends to
destroy community spirit. The work of the Welt, Rep., C. B. Starrett, Deni., and
town clerk will be doubled and it will be diffi S. V. Weaver, Rep.
cult to And men for the poshion without an
Assessors—A.g V. McIntire. Deni.. B.
3increase of salary.
All other attendant expenses will be ’he E. Watts, Dem.. and Lee A. Starrett,
sr.me as in the regular state and national elec Deni.
young and vigorous.
, tions: such as ballot printing, puffing up booths,
School Committee—Willis A. Moody,
j
bo Hot clerks, etc.
4. With the election of officers thus easily disposed of, a great number paying
As, at a town meeting Thomaston can easily Deni.. 3 years; Willis R. Vinal, Rep.,
can be present at the afternoon session to discuss the articles of the elect officers and transact all other mistness In ' ] year
om- day, there is no good reason for a change
Treasurer—N. B Eastman, Rep.
Every loyal Democrat should be *>u hand and
Warrant.
Collector of Taxes—A. C. Peabody,
co e 'NO ’*
Yours truly,
Dem.
What is the probable EXPENSE?
DEMOCRATIC TOWN COMMITTEE
Road Commissioner—John S. Mc
Donald, Rep.
It has been carefully estimated that $50.00 will cover all expense, which
Tin1 above letter is being circulated ! The principal appropriations were:
includes only printing, setting up the booths, and the salary of elec
in an attempt to defeat the Australian
Roads
and
bridges.
$10,347.70;
tion clerks. 'Phis is only about $25.00 more than the cost of the Ballot form of voting in Thomaston.'!Ph,M>ls *8.900: support of poor. $800;
.
,
,
,,
.
i snow bills, $4,000; officers salaries.
old system.
Let us analyze the objections .o this
mi9Cellaneoug ,3,740.90. makFINALLY
form of voting
[ jng a total of $29,788.80.
Isn’t it worth it to get a more representative vote on the policy of the
1 The method is non-partisan and I
--------------------town for the year, with convenience and privacy for the voter? iofsn
NORTH
HAVEN VOTERS
And isn’t it worth it to lift the selection of competent men.and was devised for towns of the size of
Thomaston or smaller.
women for public office out of the realm of petty party warfare?
The annual town meeting was held
2 "It is expensive."— The cost of
yesterday when these officers were
If you think so, come to the meeting next Tuesday night and VOTE printing is estimated by a printer at
$13 for ballots and cards of instruc chosen:
' FOR IT.
tion. The cost of setting up the booths
Moderator—H. T. Crockett.
and removing them is about $13. Bal
Clerk—J. O. Brown.
lot clerks should be paid $2 each, for
Selectmen Assessors and Overseers
CAMDEN CONTESTS
THOMASTON
six clerks a total of $12. This makes a of Poor—H. P. Stone, P. L. Brown and
total of $42 estimated expenses. Last George D. Beverage.
The Parent Teacher Association will Will Enliven Town Meeting year every voter who cast his ballot
Treasurer—H. XI. Leadbetter.
give a 6 o’clock supper Monday March
for all town officers lost a day's pay.
Road Commissioner—John B. Crock
Next Monday-Good Roads making the cost of the present system ett.
12 in the Baptist vestry to members
and citizens interested in the new
Undertaker—C. S. Staples.
about $80h. estimating about
3ftft
Program An Issue.
school building. A large attendance
voters and1 an average day's pay of $2.
Constable—Ray Beverage.
is desired. The new High School Or
Appropriations: Common schools.
3 "It is cumbersome." We have
Camden town meeting Monday Ap more than 1200 voters in Thomaston. $3000; Free High School, $3000; pur
chestra will furnish music.
The Ladies Baptist Circle will meet pears likely to be a very lively affair, About 330 vote in town meeting, by a chase of lire hose, $430; roads, $4188;
In the vestry Thursday afternoon. A as both parties have nominated strong method which required five hours last street lights. $300; town charges. $800.
The article on daylight saving was
box lunch will be served at 6 o’clock.
year. The maximum vote has been
Donald Hanley is at home from Yale tickets, and there is much discussion less than 900 and these can be handled passed over.
over the proposal to spend $30,000 as in the same time under the new
College.
Mrs. Wallace Parker of Lynn. Mass.. the beginning of a three-year program method.
VINALHAVEN
Is sitending a few days with her for good roads.
4 “It tend.s to destroy community
mother, Mrs. Jones.
The ballot will
The Republican nominations are: spirit." It does not
At a recent meeting of Vinalhaven
Miss Helen Jameson returned from
Moderator. Z. XI. Dwinal; selectmen, contain no party designation and will
Oldtown Monday where she went to
tend
to
eliminate
political
dissension
High
School, Class of ’23. were as
George T. Hodgman, Carl H. Hopkins
attend the Edgecomib-Morris wedding.
and to foster community spirit.
signed their parts for graduation, to he
and
George
E.
Boynton;
treasurer,
J.
Miss Harriet Dunn entertained the
The town clerk is elected to do
Sewing Club Friday. The feature of Hale Hodgman; auditor, Leslie D. the work required by the town in any held in June. The first four were by
Ames; tax collector, John J. Paul;
rank, the last two by vote of the clas>.
fhe evening was the comic display of
member of school comitt'.-, Rev. Ralph event.
millinery.
Louise Smith, valedictory: Annie Cal6
"All
other
attendant
expenses"
Hayden.
Jerome Bushnell left Monday for
see item 2. above.
<!»r. salutatory; James Smith, oration;
The
Democrats
h
,ve
made
these
Boston where he has employment.
The articles relating to appropria Mary Wood, prophecy; Harry Snow,
nominations: Clerk. John L. Tewks
Hollie Harrington left Saturday to
bury; selectmen, Frank H. Wilbur, tions are usually covered in 114 to 2 oration and Eleanor Lewis, class gifts.
take charge of a totv boat.
hours, and if the polls are closed at 12
There is to be a special town meet Alexander Daugherty and Frank H. m. there is ample time to consider the
CKving to ill health, Miss Mildred
ing in Watts Hall Tuesday evening at Conant; tax collector, Frank P. Alex remainder of the warrant in one day.
’’iiialhaven, assistant teacher in Yinalander; member of school committee.
7.30 o’clock.
8 The present method of voting l-.aven High Scr.col. has resigned her
The Ladies’ Aid of the XI. E. church Rev. Ralph Hayden; road commission was established in 1777. We believe position for the remainder of the term.
er,
Charles
A.
Carleton.
Sargent Ricker, of Castine, has been
will meet at the vestry Wednesday
The Republicans have made no nom that Thomaston has progressed suffi < ngaged to till the vacancy and will be
morning Feb. 7 at 10 o’clock for work.
ciently
since
that
time
to
warrant
a
gin his duties Tuesday, March 8 There
Bring materials for aprons. Picnic din ination for road commissioner, hoping change to modern methods
that the appointment will be made by
will be no school Monday, owing to
ner will he served at noon.
Let
every
progressive
citizen
vote
own meeting.
A St. Patricks’ dinner and dancing the selectmen, but' if the election is by YES.
There was a parade Friday after
party will be held in the Knox Hotel the voters the name of S. G. RitterNonpartisan
Citizen
noon by the pupils of the 6th, 7th. and
Saturday evening, March 17, the pro bush will be presented.
Tax collector Paul, who seeks reSth grades. Lincoln School, carrying
ceeds being for the school building
EAST UNION
; lacards and banners, petitioning for
fund. Marsh’s three-piece orchestra election, has the unique record of hav
votes on town meeting day to resume
will furnish music for dancing, and ing collected every nickel of his com
Robert
Farris
and
family
have
music in the schools.
tables will also be arranged for cards. mitment for 10 years.
moved from the late Fisher Payson
Betsy Ross Corps of Girl Reserves m< t
All those who enjoyed the D. A. R.
place to Union, where Mr. Farris has
Thursday evening with Miss Dorothy
party will surely want to come again.
employment.
CAMDEN
Thtn.as. The v.ork during the evenFred A. Benner
Thirty five members from Pioneer irg was devote 1 to making "Brownie
The remains of Fred A. Benner who
The Legion Minstrel show is making grange attended Knox Pomona held Lolls" for the < hildren's Hospital at
died in Winchendon, Mass., reached great progress and promises to be with South Hope grange last Satur
Portand. Refreshments were served.
here Thursday night.
Funeral ser such a success as its famous predeces day.
Wednesday evening a party was giv
vices were held Friday afternoon at sors. John Taylor of the Y. XI. C. A.
XV. .1. Taylor and son Calvin are en by Mrs. Neeott Bunker to Mrs. Wil
the home of his sister, Mrs. Nellie XI. has charge of the circle and Alvah An in poor health.
liam Dawry and proved as intended a
Benner. He leaves a wife, formerly derson is looking after the end men.
A planning and food meeting will be
Miss Nellie Gllchrest of Pepperell. There is a great variety of original held at grange hall Saturday March complete surprise. About 23 guests
Mass., and a little daughter Fern, also jokes, novelty acts and songs. It will 10 at 10 a. m. Come early and bring were present and spent a most enjoy
able evening, with games and "30ft. ’
one other sister Mrs. B. E. Maxey of be presented next month.
lunch box. Miss Herrick, Home Dem Refreshments were served
Glencove and one brother H. XI. Ben
Megunticook Encampment confers onstrator Agent, will be present.
Savin Pierce arrived Friday noon
ner of Boston. Mass. At the time of his the Patriarchical degree
Thursday
E. F. Thomas is able to be out again from Boston for a short stay with his
death he held a responsible position at evening.
after being bonfined to his home sev father. Arthur Pierce.
the Toy Town Tavern, a noted Rummer
Camden High added another victory eral weeks.
The Budget Committee met Friday
hotel in Winchendon. He was a devoted
Miss Myrtle Fiske of Damariscotta
to her 1923 basketball record by de
husband and father, popular with his feating Rockport High 39 to 9 last was a recent guest of her cousin. Mrs. afternoon at three o'clock at the se
lectmen’s' office to recommend appro
associates and respected by all who week.
Mary Payson.
priations for town meeting.
knew him.

The SECRECY of the system assures to the voter absolute inde
pendence of action. Xo one can oversee or influence him and he
stands in no fear of possible consequences from exercising his
voting privilege according to his will and conscience.
EVERYBODY CAN COTE. A man or woman can afford time
out of their busy day to cast one ballot, when it would be absolutely
impossible for them to sacrifice either the time or the expense of a
full half-day. The old system practically disfranchises many inter
ested and intelligent would-be voters.
The weariness and confusion of the old system is entirely eliminated,
and the elderly and infirm are given an equal opportunity with the

-
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CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
64 Pearl Street. Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS, DEC 31. 1922
Rf-ai Estate .............................. . $ 653 427 28
Mortgage Loans ....................... . 22.858,947 i .
Stocks and Bonds.....................
11,778,130 mi
Cash in Office and Bank .......
586,806 73
Agents' Ba la nets .....................
36 1115 18
Inkiest and Renta .................
l,0:»8,560 53
All other Assets.......................
7,211.246 46

437,458 c
976 5.

Deduct items not admitted ....
31,439 26
Admitted ................................ . $44,218,604 66
Admitted Assets
$ 436.482 69
LIABILITIES DE< E.MBI.R 31ST, 1922
LIABILITIES DEC
I. 1922
Set Unpaid Losses
.,327 66 Xci Unpaid Izisscs ...............
$ 261,478 66
•ifarned Premiums .........
167 874 9| Unearned Premiums ...............
71,324 72
AD. other Liabilities .........
2;: 023 *»6 AL other Liabilities ...............
46.301.627 16
( asl Capital ......................
166,666 66 Cash Capital ..........................
1.000,000 06
Sin pins over till LhbiliLcs
96.251 22 Su'phis over all Liabilities ...
2.584.264 12

Total Liabilities and Surplus
.T 34

Hjli.
31rs. Del

$ 436,482 69 Total Liabilities and Surplus

(44,218.694 66
22-T-28

or send card to (’ (’. JOHNSTON, 16 Pleasant
St . Rockland
27*29
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each issue of
The Courier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL
NEWS CO , 664 Congress St. This will con
venience many who want to got the pej»er reg
ularly_______________________________ 13 tf
PALMER ENGINES 32 different models, 2
to 75 H. P One to six cylinders. Heavy duty.
Medium duty and high speed tyi»es Also ac
cessories and parts < Semi for catalogue.
PALMER BROS., 39 Pori la mi Pier, Portlaud,
Me-___________________ ___ __________ 12 37
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods mi
the Rockland Hair Store. 336 Main St. Mall
orders solicited HELEN C RHODES 18if
“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY?” a very
handy 166 page book compiled by R. B Fill
more, gives ;ho official history of the county
and a page or so Is devoted to each of the
towns and two plantations Rent by mail to
any address on receipt of 80c. Address R. B
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street Thomaston.

142-tf
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In Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de
parture* and arrivals, the department especially
deeltes information of social happenings, partie*, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................................ „0
The next Country Club party will be
a ladies’ auction and tea, on Wednes
day, March 7, at 2.30 p m. Members
and friends should take the 2 o'clock
car. The committee in charge com
prises Mrs. Florence Lamb, Mrs. Helen
Lamb and Miss Charlotte Buffum
Members please make reservations by
telephoning early to Mrs. Leach.
Ladies' Night
Thursday.

at

MICKIE SAYS

THE LURE OF GOLD

A1N Ef o ■
USIC

Some Big Nuggels and Where'
They Were Found—A Rich
Burying Place.

TOW \UOOLD VS VWJc. WfUOO’1
>
WC.VP NOOW
AT XOOQ. dCJAPj SMAMWAfCE. Wtv!
NOOP- PCPCO3J9 KV5V TWbONd
OP SNWvWAAM AUO
■ OM6P. noop- TPoo^oe.© —.twe
AWE SOUP. PC<ST FP\PWO AUO
NUE \U\U- PO ANSVtUWKi VIE

the Elks Home

Norris Stevens of Houlton spent
Sunday with friends in this city. Sun
day evening he dined at the Thorn
dike Hotel with Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Tirrell, Jr. and Dr. and Mrs. W. II.
Sanborn.

Mrs. David Talbot and Miss Maud
Pratt will entertain the Charity Club,
March 15 at Mrs. Talbot’s home on
Talbot avenue.

Tlie largest gold nugget ever found i
came from Chili, weighed more than
four hundred pounds, troy, and was
worth nearly one hundred thousand
dollars. The second largest, weighing
two hundred and twenty-four pounds,
was mined in Ballarat, Australia, in
1859. The third largest was picked up
at Carson llill, Calaveras County, Cal
ifornia, in 1854. It was a lump about
fifteen inches long, six wide, and four
thick, weighed one hundred and ninetyfive pounds, troy, and brought more
than forty-three thousand dollars.
French Ravine, Sierra County. Cali
fornia, was a perfect nest of big nug
gets. A five-thousand dollar one was
found there in 1850, an cight-thousanddollar one in 1851, and a ten-thousanddollav one in 1855—thus proving that in
mining lightning sometimes docs strike
more than once in the same place.
On a number of occasions nuggets
were found in California by men who
were not looking for them. A man sit
ting on a boulder at Pilot Hill, El Do
rado County, was idly chipping it with
**A Quality Seal
tn Lvery fFhaaf*
a small hammer, when his eye caught
Ute glint of gold. The boulder yielded
eight thousand dollars.
«
A Sonora man, taking an early stroll
one Sunday morning in 1851, accident
ally stubbed hi* toe with great vio
lence against a large stone..' In his
wrath and pain he was apostrophizing
the stone in language not at ail appro
priate to the Sabbath when he noticed
on the spot bruised by the impact of
ach is here "Built to fit the Baby"—
his boot the familiar and ever welcome
gleam of yellow. His flow of profanity
and in a surprisingly wide range of
came to an abrupt stop. lie picked up
the stone and carried it home affec
color and style.
tionately in ltis arms. It brought hint
several thousand dollars.
Another Sonora man, driving a muleWhen you inspect them you will find the
cart along the principal street of the
town one morning after a rain storm,
Heywood-Wakeficld red seal of (juality on
had the good fortune to observe a gold
en streak left by the passage of the
each wheel—a seal that means 97 years of
wheel through tlie mud.
Stooping
down he found a solid gold nugget
manufacturing experience.
weighing about thirty-five pounds.
Thousands had passed over tlie same
See our big Window Display
spot, hut the luck was with him.
The first nugget found by Marshall,
238 Main Street
the discoverer of gold in California,
Rockland, Me.
was worth but fifty cpnts, and the sec
ond brought live dollars. The first big
('ugget was found shortly afterward by
a soldier of Stevenson’s regiment in a
imiinillMHUnillHUIIIIIIIIBIIIIIIIIIIillllillllMMIIIIIIIIIIllinilllllllU
little stream, as he was leaning over to
take a drink. It weighed between twen
ty and twenty-five pounds.
O’Neil, Mrs. Bruce Higgs, Mrs. Ralph ON BURGLARY CHARGE
A much more valuable nugget was
Whitney, Mrs. Oscar Blunt, Mrs. H. A.
found by four miners, who were so
Gleason, Mrs. H. R. Linnell, Mrs.
wary that in bringing it to San Fran
Daicy, Alias Cliff cisco where it was placed on exhibition,
Arthur Elliot, Mrs. William Bunker, Arthur
Mrs. Levi Seavey, Miss Hattie Dunn,
Montrose, Held For Alleged one of them was always on guard, night
Mrs. W. J. Japieson and the hostess,
and day. It was such a magnificent
Mrs. J. O. Stevens.
Robbery at A. D. Bird’s specimen that it was taken to the East
ern States for exhibition. There the
Residence.
The annual program of the Rubin
owners quarreled, became involved in
stein Club, devoted to the entertain
litigation with one another and lawyers
ment of child guests, was given Friday
Arthur Daicy, otherwise known as got the entire proceeds.
afternoon at the Unrversalist vestry, Cliff Montrose, was arraigned before
Odd Gold Finds
and was, as is usual, one of the happi
In the pioneer days of California gold
est occasions of the year. Special feat Judge Miller this morning on the
ures of the excellent program were the charge of breaking into ihe residence was often found under extraordinary
illustrations drawn by Miss Hope of Augustus D Bird Saturday night conditions.
One day a comely young woman, who
Grten-halgh (substituting for her sister, and the larceny of $25 from Mr. Bird’s
had just arrived on the' stage from Sac
Mrs. Berry) picturing the Edward Lear
pantaloons.
ramento. asked the proprietor of the
Nonsense Rhymes, and displayed in turn
There was no direct testimony. Mr. Tremont House at Marysville for the
as each was sung; the reading of the
story of “The Happy Prince" on which Bird described the condition of the loan of twenty dollars.
"I have just arrived from New York,”
is founded the cantata to be presented rom« when he awoke Sunday mornir.g.
she explained, "and the Journey cost
by the club next month; and the ap
pearance of the little “lad" drawing a showing that somebody had entered me more than I expected. I want to
cart, who sang a group of songs. The through one of the open windows on get on to Downieville, where 1 have a
fact that Mrs. Copping, president, and the piazza, and thoroughly ransacked ceusin.”
The landlord hardly expected io see
Mrs. Berry, choral director, has each the drawers of a chiffonierc and bureau
suffered a broken right arm recently besides the artices of clothing which the money again, but twenty dollars
did not prevent the former from serv wctc itt the room. He said that lie had meant little to him, and he did not like
ing in her official capacity and accom employed Daicy to do painting and car to refuse a young and handsome wom
panying two of the singers, nor the lat pentering at his home, and that he had an. She got the twenty.
Five or six weeks later she returned
ter Irom supporting the chorus re been suspicious that Daicy ha.l somi
connection with the burglary at his and handed him the coin. “1 have had
hearsals with a vigorous left-hand
store last year.
splendid luck," she said. "My cousin
piano part. Mrs Sanborn conducted
George F. Hart testified that Daicy built me a canvas house and provided
with good conception of the compos;
tion, and furnished exceptionally beau had apitroached him sometime last yeat me with a cooking-stove, a long table
tiful incidental piano music to Miss with a proposition to rob Mr. Bird’s and Genchcs, and I went into the tboardPuggles’ exquisite presentation. The bouse, taking advantage of the oppor ing house business. In a few days I
tunity that wouid be offered when Mr. had forty boarders, paying me twelve
attractive vestry and parlors were
Bird was in the basement fixing the dollars a week apiece. I thought I was
brightened and adorned with candles
for race lire The plan was set forth doing well. One morning, sweeping the
alight flowers, draperies and other a ■according to Mr. Hart, as an opportu earthen floor, I noticed a glitter. It
cessories, by the artistic hands of Miss
nity to "make $200 or $300 pretty easy." was gold. The floor was spangled with
Erskine, Mrs. Bay and Mrs. Dora Bird,
"1 told him," said Mr. Hart, “that it. I called my cousin.
the final touch of the last-named be
he had picked the wrong fellow.”
"Dinner was cooking, but we put III
ing recognizable in the quotation dis
In deciding to hold the respondent stove, benches, and table outdoors and
played in her own chirography, upon
foi
the
April
term
Judge
Miller
said
begun digging. We took out five hun
the wall:
lie took into consideration Daley’s dred dollars that day, mostly in nug
“Between the dark and daylight,
knowledge
of
(hep
remises,
and
his
gets. We have taken out thousands
When ttie night is beginning to lower,
court record.
Comes a pause in (he day's occupations
since. This is the first chance 1 have
That is known as the Children's Hour'
Bail was fixed at $500. G. I). Butler had to get away.”
Tlie order of the afternoon was as appeared for the respondent.
An even stranger case occurred a!
follows:
Carson’s Creek. A highly popular min
Pk.no duels—
Miss Frances Atwood was the fortu er died, and his companions decided to
Iulroducliou to Ael III. from "Lohengrin"
Wagner nate victim of a highly successful sur solemnize his funeral with unusual cer
Polonaise Mliitaire
Chopin prise birthday party lust Wednesday. emony. Among the settlers was a
Miss Knowlton, Miss Thomas
About u dozen of her girl friends con miner who was understood to have been
Soprano, "Sing. Sing. Birds on the Wing"
a prominent and powerful preacher in
Nutting spired with Mrs. La wry at the Copper
Mrs Browne
Kettle and the result was a highly sat a large eastern city, and he. being
Cohlraitn called upon, consented to officiate.
’’Since We Parted”
Allilsen isfactory evening to all concerned.
The millers assembled, and the cere
“A Little Bit. o' Henry" Carrie Jacobs Bond
"My bote is a Miileieer”
Nogero
Tlie Saturday Night Club was enter monies began—as all ceremonies began
Mrs. Stover
tained at the Copper Kettle Saturday —by all hands taking a drink. The
Rehearsal of "The Golden Prince"
by Mr. and Mrs. Louis Wagdwell of party then proceeded gravely lo the
Wfch-onie io child guests
Soprano—
Camden and Mr. and Mrs. E. J. place of interment, about one hundred
"Thumb-milrtts”
John Barnes Wells Hollier of this city. Mrs.’W. T. White yards from camp. The grave was dug
"tVlshin' and Flailin' "
John Barnes Wei's
Mezzo, "I bote the Old Doll Bcsl”
Gaynor of New York was guest of honor. After and the body lowered into it. The min
Miss Harrington
the usual delicious supper at 6.30 ister began his prayer, and the miners
Soprano—
auction
was in order with the following knelt about the open pit.
"1 Wonder Why"
The prayer proved to fie an extraor
winners: Mrs. E. L. Brown, Mrs. G. A.
“Before They Thought of Me''
From "A Few More Smiles" by Ashford Lawrence. Mrs. W. A. Glover, J F. dinarily long one, and one of (the min
Miss Cross
Kniight, A. L. Bird and G. A. Lawrence. ers, succumbing to force of habit,
Soprano—
picked up a handful of earth, which
"Old Man of Cassell"
lip crumbled between his fingers, let
"Lady of Riga”
WEST APPLETON
From bear --Xonseh.se Songs" by bang
ting it trickle away again. Sudenly }ie
Miss Smith
saw the glitrcr of gold, and promptly
Beading. "The Happy Prince,’’ by Oscar Wilde,
Herbert Robinson spent last week in forgot all other matters. He seized an
with incidental music by Liza Lehmann
other handful, and examined it care
Miss Ruggles. (Mrs Sanborn at the piano)
Camden the guest of relatives.
Soprano—
Mis. Hazel McLain who was very ill fully as it passed between his fingers.
"The Green Singing-book"
with the influenza has recovered.
The attention of his companions was
"The Cuddie-blanket"
From “A Few More Smiles'' by Ashford
George Fowles and L. A. Fuller made attracted. Each of his neighbors be
Mrs. bachanre
a trip to Knox after potatoes recently. gan to sample the ground, and in a few
Crntralto—
Ray Bartlett and Martcil McLain arc minutes every man around the grave
"The Gingerbread-Man"
Gaynor
was likewise engaged. The preacher
"I Once Had a Sweet Little Doll. Dears"
harvesting their ice.
Nevin
Miss Sadie Drinkwater and John ceased his prayer.
"House W’tlh a Raisin Roof"
Co.'Boys, what’s this?" he Inquired.
"01’ March Win’ ’’
Hazard Robinson spent Sunday in Scarsmont
And. following their example, he picked
Mrs. Siorer
the guests of her parents.
Mezzo—
Mrs. Hollis Jackson of MontvJlle was up a handful of the earth.
"Old Person of Skye"
' Gold! gold!” he shouted. “The rich
the guest of her daughter, Carrie Fogg
"Man in Kettle"
"Lady of Lucca"
est kind of diggings! The congregation
last week.
"Bird lit the Bush"
Several from here attended the Farm is dismissed!"
Lear, "Nonsense Songs," Lug
The dead man was immediately
Bureau meeting held at South MontMrs. Bicknell
taken from his grave and hurried to
The accompanists included Mrs viHe the latter part of tlie week.
L. A. Fuller made a business trip to another with all possible sliced, and the
Joyce, Mrs. Lachance Mrs. Smith, Miss
miners, headed by the preacher, lost no
Camden Monday.
Harrington and Mrs. Browne.
John Robinson was the guest of rel time in staking out the new diggings.—
From Adventure Magazine for March.
atives in Belfast recently.
The regular meeting of the MctheMr. and (Mrs. M. E. Harriman were
besec Club will be held with Mrs. callers at H. A. Fogg’s Apfileton, Mon
George B. Davis, 76 Rankin street, day.
Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock. A
large attendance of the members is de
"Drugging” a Foreat
sired as there will be business of im
The scientists have discovered that
The Reliable and Satisfactory
portance and a most interesting pro
gram. The itaper for the afternoon on they can change the color of trees In
Psychic and Spiritual
“Victor Hugo" will lie given by Mrs. two nights, by an aniline dye Injec
Hili. Miss Bartlett will tell the story tion. By this process it may be possi
of "Les Miserables," after which Rev. ble to change a forest to any color
E. V. Alien will speak of places in Paris desired.
Can be consulted every Tuesday and
mentioned in this book, which he had
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
the pleasure of visiting. The members
29 PARK STREET
are asked to respond to roll-call with
At Least One of the Caueee.
quotations from Victor Hugo.
Every year sees one-time luxuries APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W

^ywood-^/a^efie&l

Mrs. William W. Graves of Malden.
Mass., is the guest for a fortnight of
her father, W. L. Blackington, at
Rockland Highlands. Mr. Blackington
returned Tuesday from Malden where
he was the guest of Mrs. Graves for
two months.

Carriage?

on Methodist missionary stations in
Mrs. A. H. Jones returned last night China. Chinese songs, a Chinese pag
from a fortnight’s visit in New York eant, and instructive talk on the work
and Portland.
in that country. Tea will he served by
real Chinese boys, in their native cos
At the last meeting of the Metlic- tumes. Those who think Missionary
besec Club, a letter was read from the meetings arc dry and uninteresting are
chairman of the committee on Friendly urged to attend this meeting. Persons
Co-operation with ex-Service Men. having in their possession Chinese
asking aid of the club in their work curios and wishing to loan them for
Assigned to this district are the North this occasion will please notify Mrs.
ern Maine Sanitorium at Presque Isle A. W. Gregory. Mrs. L. N. Littlehale or
and Maple Crest Sanitorium at East Mrs. W. A. Ellingwood.
Parsonsfleld. Their needs are as fol
lows: Books, games, victrola records,
Mrs Harry Hall and daughter Lor
playing cards and radio head sets. If raine, are visiting Mrs. Hall’s mother,
anyone would like to help in this work, Mrs. Harry Stevens. Damariscotta.
which the club considers deserving
please notify before Friday one of the
John Small was home from Water
following committee: Mrs J. F. Cooper. ville, to spend the weekend with his
Mrs. Sumner Perry, or Mrs. Albert family.
R. Havener.
Miss Eloise R. Williams of 187 South
Mrs. Carl Libby and son Carl, Jr., Main street, spent Sunday in Thomas
who have been in New York this win ton, a guest of her grandparents. Mr.
ter, have arrived home, and are visit and Mrs. Oscar F. Williams.
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. F
Chester, Owl’s Head Light.
“Is it permissable for women to en
courage other interests and to enter
Mrs. IL D. Ames underwent a seri other careers than housekeeping'.'"
ous operation in St. Barnabas Hos “Ought Women to restrict themselves
pital Saturday, and latest reports are in their pursuits and consider forbid
of most encouraging nature. Mrs. den and taboo the liberty men are not
.tines was taken ill very suddenly, and denied along these lines?” A dis
Dr. A. K. P. Harvey who was sum cussion along these lines has been re
moned to Portland found her in such quested by an interested member of
serious condition that he took her im the
Woman’s
Educational
Club,
mediately to the hospital.
prompted by this problem which the
author of the best seller, "This Free
The Republican city committee met dom." undertakes to answer decisively
Saturday night, and organized with from the Englishman's standpoint, the
John M. Richardson of Ward 3 as heroine of this novel having devoted
chairman, Milton M. Griffith of Ward herself to a successful business career,
6 as secretary and U- E. Clark of Ward while her family is graphically pic
7 as treasurer. The new chairman is tured as going fast to destruction
a former member of the City Govern owing to her'neglect.
ment, and is an especially active work
er on whatever committee he serves
Miss Frances McDougall, daughter
with.
of Mr. and Mrs. II. N. McDougall has
been elected president of the Freshman
Maurice Gregory was home from class at Abbott Academy, Andover.
Gorham over the weekend. Mr. Greg
ory is taking the manual training
Mrs. Arthur Smalley entertained
course at the Normal School and is en with three tables of auction Friday
thusiastic over the work.
night. Buffet lunch was served. Prizes
went Io Mrs. F. E. Follett, Mrs. A. R
Some especially line addresses were Bachelder, Mrs. George W. Philipps
heard at the Woman’s Educational and Mrs. Elmer C. Davis.
Club’s Friday night session. Mrs
Dorothy Cooper was at home from
Maude Williams Smith of Portland
gave a talk on “Marriage and Divorce’’ Gorham Normal School for the week
which
attracted much discussion end.
Major Arthur L. Thayer of Augusts
Regarding silk hosiery colors, there
spoke on the timely topic of "Work
man’s Compensation" and proved very is such a riot of new shades that con
interesting. Mrs. Helen Perry, Mrs fusion bpcomes worse confounded
Deborah Perry Barron, Mrs Lida every day. It is doubtful if even a
Champney and Miss Martha Bartlett color expert could begin to keep track
were admitted to membership .and of them. A great variety of colors is
nine names laid on the table for action being offered in the lines of different
at the next meeting. Exceptionally manufacturers and wholesalers under
good were the refreshments under gen names which could 'have no meaning
eral charge of Mrs. Charles A. Creigh to anybody who has not examined the
toil! who was assisted by Mrs. Levi lines in question. For example, could
Seavey. Mrs. Minnie Newbert, Miss any bright little person tell us exactly
Emma Frost, Miss Edna Hilt, Mrs. E what color Is skyne, or Piping Rock, or
W. Webber, Mrs. R. E. Dunn, Mrs. II fauvette, or . noisette? There is no
A. G-Ieason and Miss Jessie Crawford.
doubt about the fact that a manufact
urer may get wit a new color under an
Henry K. Rollins of Newton. Mass., unrecognizable name, which will make
made a brief visit last (week with his a big hit. But the multitude of new
aunt, Mrs. C. L. Rolynson, and inci and unrecognizable names for similar
dentally rode King Hiraim Council's colors is extremely confusing. and
makes exact color forecasting prac
goat
tically impossible. It may be said,
however, that the leading colors for
Miss Dorothy Cooper who is attend
spring will be black, gun metal, tan
ing Gorham Normal School spent the
and gray. The leadership of gun metal
weekend In this city.
will be confined to chiffon weights.
Under the heading of tan is included
Mrs. William T. White who lias bceu
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. a variety of shades ranging from
medium fawn to biego. The favored
Kalloch the past fortnight returned
yesterday, to New York, after enjoying grays are the medium shades. Open
many social pleasures among Rockland work clocks are generally expected to
continue in the lead among fancies,
friends.
although it is just possible that em
Mrs. Samuel Rogers, who has been broidered clocks may stage something
at the Knox Hospital the past four of a come-back. Lace chiffons also
weeks, receiving tratment, returned to seem to -promise well for spring, de
her home on Amesbury street, Satur spite the fact that they have not been
day afternoon. Mrs. Rogers is gain particularly good lately.—Dry Goods
Economist.
ing rapidly and is feeling nicely.

Sulky?

Or Stroller?^

E
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Mrs. A .S. Littlefield is on a week's
The postponed meeting of the Kal
loch Class of the Baptist church, will trip to Portland and Boston.
be held Thursday afternoon with Miss
Mrs. A. S. Black has been called to
Carrie Duncan, Thomaston street.
Winchester, Mass., by the illness of
1
Mrs. Samuel Rogers of Amesbury her daughter, Miss Doris Black, student
street, received a telegram Sa'uiaay at Wheaton, who while at the home of
afternoon, stating that her husband, a classmate was taken with a severe
Capt. Samuel Rogers, who is at the case of grippe. The later word is that
Sailor's Snug Harbor, Staten Island, her condition is improved.
has sustained another shock, and was
Dr. and Mrs. Fogg have taken apart
critically ill.
ments at Rev. J. M. Ratcliff's, 40
At the Jewish Synagogue Sunday Grove street.
evening under the auspices of the
Dan Sloanc, well known rubber sales
Ladies’ Aid of the Zionists the story of
“Esther" was portrayed. A silver of man of this city, has been confined to
fering was taken- and light refresh hts home with a bad case of erysipelas.
ments served, netting $50. This is to At this writing he is better and hopes
be forwarded to the medical units of to be soon making his calls again.
the Hadassah at Palestine. The com
Gen. Knox Chapter. D. A. R. of
mittee in charge were: Mrs. S. Rosenberg.Mrs. I. Gordon, Mrs. M. Rubin Thomaston met with iMrs. John O.
stein, and Mrs. J. Dondls, Mrs. H. M.' Stevens, Talbot avenue, yesterday in
Dane had charge of the entertainment. a very pleasing session. Twenty-five
sat down to a delicious supper at 6
Saturday's Boston Transcript pub o'clock. At the business meeting a
lished a large portrait of Mrs. Harold communication was read from tho big
W. Haynes (Nellie Crie) formerly of meeting of the “Sons” he'.d in Port
Rockland. Mrs. Haynes is president of land endorsing the work of General
the Lothrop Club in Beverly, an or Knox Chapter for the Knox Memorial
ganization with a membership of 300. and a similar endorsement received
from Mrs. Oscar Blackington, regent of
A joint meeting of the Woman’s Lady Knox Chapter of Rockland.
Foreign Missionary Society and the Those about the supper table were Mrs.
Standard Bearers will be held in the Walter Willey. Mrs. W. A. Newcombe,
Methodist vestry, Thursday evening at Mrs. Clara Williams, Miss Hattie Wil
7 o'clock, at which all members and liams, Mrs. Ernest Montgomery, Mrs.
friends of these organizations are in ERis Copeland, Mrs. Richard Dunn,
Lady Knox Chapter. D. A. R. held a
vited to be present. An interesting Mrs. Lawrence Dunn. Mrs. ,C. A.
program on "China” Is being arranged Creighton, Mrs. John Creighton, Miss delightful meeting at the Copper Kettle
by the committee, including a map talk Clara Creighton, Miss Hortense Wil yesterday afternoon with a large at
son, Mrs. G. M- Perry, Mrs, B, M, tendance. Luncheon was served.

1
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'fit have them all!—the new MARCH
VICTOR RECORDS
Music for the Eastertide! Music for March! Songs
for every day in the year on this latest Victor list,
interpreted as only the great Victor artists can reveal
their beauty. Come in and hear them. Call up and
tell us which to send out. Write us, but be sure to
hear them all.
,
POPULAR CONCERT AND OPERATIC
88663
66126
66125
74793

66124
55194

SACRED SELECTIONS
74795—Ride on! Bide on in Majesty! (M ilman - Eville
Orville Harrold
87354 Christ the Lord is Risen Today (Charles Wesley)
Lcuise Homer
G6122 Jesus. My Lord, My God, My All
John McCormack
45343 Not a Sparrov/Falleth
Merle Alcoek
My Task
Merle Alcock
19004 O Sacred Head Surrounded
Trinity Quartet
Jesus Lives..
Trinity Quartet
MELODIOUS

added to our list of necessities. That
is the main cause of the high cost of
living, directly as well as Indirectly.—
Exchange.

ENGRAVED CAROS—f all at this olBc* and
examine styles. If you already liare a plate
bring it In and let us prim you cants In Isimi
Size. THJS COURIER UAZETTK.

INSTRUMENTAL

64829 Waltz in A Major (Hummel) Violin Solo
Mischa Elman
66120 Killarncy (Michael W. Balfc) Violincello Solo
Hans Kindler
6S127 Pale Moon (Logan-F. Krcisler) Violin Solo Fritz Kreislcr
74796 Valsc in A Flat (Chopin) Piano Solo
Ignace Jan Paderewski
66128 Dance cf the Flutes (From “Nutcracker Ballet”)
Stokowski and Philadelphia Or
66129

35721

18997
18998

Serenade (Rachmaninoff) Piano Solo
Sergei Rachmaninoff
Forza del Dcstino—Overture—Part 1 (Verdi)
Victor Symphony Orchestra
Forza del Dcstino—Overture—Part 2 (Verdi)
Victor Symphony Orchestra
Reminiscences of Ireland—Part 1
Arthur Pryor’s Band
Reminiscences of Ireland—Part 2
Arthur Pryor’s Band
The Blackbird—Reel Violin and Accordion Redmond - Perry
Medley of Irish Reels No. 8 Accordion with Piano
John J. Kimmel
LIGHT VOCAL SELECTIONS

55189

35722

18999

It’s a Fine Thing to Sing
Sir Harry Lauder
Saturday Night
Sir Harry Lauder
Gems from "Blossom Time”
Victor Light Opera Company
Gems from “The Yankee Princess'
Victor Light Opera Company
In a Corner of tho World All Our Own
Edna Brown—Henry Burr
Peerless Quartet
Sunset Valley
Helen Clark-Lewis James
I’m Just a Little Blue
Billy Murray-Ed. Smalle
Down by the Old Apple Tree
American Quartet
Carolina in the Morning
Billy Murry-Ed. Smalle
Toot, Toot, Tootsie Goo'bye
When You and I Were Young Maggie Blues
Miss Patricola-Billy Murray
Come on Home (Both Selections acc. by “The Virginians”
Miss Patricola
DANCE

1900/

19000

19008

10009

RECORDS

Who Did You Fool After All? Fox Trot
The Virginians
Rose of the Rio Grande—Fox Trot
The Virginians
La Paloma—Fox Trot
International Novelty Orchestra
O Sole Mio—Fox Trot
International Novelty Orchestra
Ivy (Cling To Me)—Fox Trot
Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra
I Gave You Up Just Before You Threw Mo Down—Fox
Trot
Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra
Parade of the Wooden Soldi ers—Fox Trot ("ChauveSouris")
Whiteman's Orch.
Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shcan—Fox Trot ("Zicgfeld
Follies”)
Whiteman’s Orch
Bees Knees—Fox Trot
The Virginians
Peggy Dear—Fox Trot
The Great White Way Orchestra
When All Your Castles Come Tumbling Down—F. Trot
("Molly Darling”)
Confrey’s Orch.
The Lonely Nest—Fox Trot ("Orange Blossoms”)
Whiteman's Orchestra
Dumbel!—Fox Trot
Zcz Confroy and His Orchestra
Baby Blue Eyes—Fox Trot
The Great White Way Orchestra

VICTKOI.AS
ALL

THE

NEW

STYLES

IN

STOCK

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND TERMS

THE MAINE
MUSIC COMPANY
ROCKLAND

Miflniiiiijyiinoii im jimni^iiin,*ii

GARDINER

__ -'At the sTff’n oF
iNorfh National Banks

SMALL ACCOUNTS
Frequently prcspectivj customers hesitate
to open commercial accounts, because they
deem a small account may not be acceptable
to the Bank.
The success of this Bank, and the growth
of its customers' accounts, we believe to be
largely based upon the care and attention
we have given to small accounts started here.

DONSON
MEDIUM

Song of the Volya Boatmen (Arr. by Chaliapin• Kocnemann)
Feodor Chaliapin
Blue Bells of Scotland
Emilio de Gogorza
Lucia—Mad Scene—Part 2 (Donizetti) In Italian
Amclita Galli-Curci
Andrea Chenier—Un di ail' azxurro spazio In Italian
Beniamino Gigli
Tannliauscr-Dich, teurc Halle (Wagner) In German
Marie Jeritza
Moonlight Sonata (Beethoven) (With Male Quartet)
Olive Kline
Hymn to the Madonna (With Male Quartet)
Lucy Isabelle Marsh

Wo invite you to open a Checking Account
at this Bank.

LIMITED U. 8. DEPOSITORY
Tq-S

MAiN 8TREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

1
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FLANAGAN THE STAR
Made 13 Goals From Fouls,
But Rockland High Lost To
Deering High.

$

WITH OUR FARMERS

Telephone
Directory

interesting Matters Which
Have --To Do With Rural
Knox and Lincoln.

The Rockland High School basket
ball team (boys) which recently gave
Deering High the worst defeat it had
CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICl
sustained this season, was unable to
repeat that creditable performance in
Portland Saturday night. The Port
AUTOMOBILE BATTERIES
land Sunday Telegram thus describes
the turning of tables:
*
. . • •
IT’S HERE AT LAST
Despite the ever-menacing Bill Flan
agan, elongated center and foul shoot
THE NEW BOSCH IGNITION SYSTEM
er of the Rockland High School basFOR FORDS $12.75
keteers. the Deering High court clus
ter should have easily defeated the vis
itors at the Portland High Gym here
F. W. FARREL COMPANY
last night. As it was, the Purple nosed
643
MAIN
STREET ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 661
out the lads from the Lime City five 23
to 17, the game being a return battle
between the two teams.
AUTOMOBILE AGENCY
I C E
During the first half neither team
played exceptionally well and in the
Call 238
CALL 50
first quarter not one goal was made
Rockland Motor Mart
: : for : :
from the floor. Deering pepped up the
struggle in the second half, however,
CADILLAC
by beginning to show some real bas
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
ketball and when this came the Rock
1
1CE
land outfit dropped behind and failed
PLEASURE CARS
to threaten the Purple to any extent,
G. M. C. TRUCKS
Central Ice Co
although ijuring the third quarter they
kept about neck and neck with the lo
AUTO ACCESSORIES
MOVING
cals due the shooting from the free
throw line. If Flanagan had done as
MOVING
well with his free tosses in the last half
Call 238
5 Auto Trucks for moving enC
as he had in the first, Deering would
long distance hauling of al
have been beaten: if Deering had
Rockland Motor Mart
kinds. We move you anywheri
played the first half as well as it did
in New England. You save
in the second, Rockland would have
a full lin* of
Crating, Time ard Money.
been buried under a much larger score.
H. H. STOVER CO.
ACCESSORIES AND TIRES
Flanagan’s failure to drop ’em in in
Tel. 318
Union SC, Rocklano
the last quarter gave the Purple their
Finest Equipment in Maine
easy six-point margin.
CONFECTIONERY STORE
Both teams showed an unusual fond
MONUMENTS
ness for taking long shots, Rockland
HOME MADE CANDIES
apparently being used to shooting
Telephone Connection
from a distance and having the leather
ICE CREAM
bounce off the side of the backboard
Gilchrest
into the netting, but this course avail
Weymouth's
Monumental Works
ed them little and they scored but
twice from the floor. Deering looked
Telephone 158-M
Main Street
just as tough in the first half, although
Thomaston, Me.
402
Main
Street
it did have a bunch of tough shots
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
which looked good for scores, but in
the final period they seemed to get
EXIDE BATTERIES
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
their eyes for the basket straightened
out. Norton Lamb had a tough night,
Call 238
Telephone 205
as far as luck with the scoring went,
Rockland Motor Mart
but Berry looked good in the last half
CHI-NAMEL
and did most of Deering’s scoring.
EXIDE BATTERIES
Wes Seavey also played well and GupSTAINS AND VARNISHES
For Every Car
till played a nice game at guard.
Flanagan was Rockland's only scor
H. H. Crie & Co.
Special Prices on
ing bet. and shared playing honors
RADIO BATTERIES
458 Main Street. Rockland
with the Record boys. Buster Record
at forward and O. Record at guard.
LAUNDRY WORK
GARAGE
During the first half, Flanagan tossed
six out of seven foul tries, but in the
Call 170
Call 124
second 20-minute session he fell down
People’s Laundry
terribly and out of 19 tries made seven
Dyer's Garage. Inc.
17 Limerock Street
s ores. Despite this, however, he
We do all kinds of Laundry !
played a great game at center and to
REPAIRING, STORAGE
Work. Family Washing a Spe
him goes the credit for keeping the
AND SUPPLIES
cialty.
Wet Wash.
Rough
visitors in the running.
• • * »
Agent for
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
Rockland grabbed the pole at the
Collars.
DODGE BROTHERS CARS
start when Flanagan scored three
times in succession from the foul line
Berry caging one foul from Deering
COAST ARTILLERY CORPS
('. Spiller. 3(llst Company: Kenneth W
and the period ending with the count
I" in J«3d Company: Raymond A.
3-1. Flanagan’s foul started the scor
The First Coast Defense Command. > Young. 305th Company; Robert Pelle
ing in the second quarter and Seavey. C A. C.. to which the four Knox county ; tier, 306th Company.
with nothing to stop him. shot the first companies belong has 37 commissioned *
field goal of the evening. Flanagan officers and 340 men allotted thus:
countered with a foul and Guptill shot
Officers Men '
a brace of free ones while Reed and Headquarters........................... 10
19 ‘
'8 Cylinder perfec
Berry each scored from the fl >or. The 301st Company ...................... 3
54;
tion with unscore was 8-7 at the end of the half.
302d Company ....................... 3
61'
cqualed
meThen the see-saw started operation. 303d Company ....................... 3
73 •
chanical
Berry started the third stanza scoring 304th Company...................... 3
62 ___
simpli
with a field goal. Flanagan tied it up 305th Company ...................... 3
64 j
city”
again. Flanagan’s two fouls gave the 306th Company ...................... 3
71 i
visitors the lead again and Guptill tied 307th Company...................... 3
62
it up with a floor goal. Berry and 311th Company ...................... 3
57.
Flanagan each scored fouls and the Medical Detachment .......... 3
14!
period ended 14-all. In the final
Following is a list of members of the '
period. Flanagan’s three fouls were Maine National Guard who have re- i
A. C. JONES
i\ed an honorable discharge since!
the only scores Rockland made, while
Deering, with Berry doing most of the January 1, 1923, to enlist in the Regu _ i
5 Talbot Ave.
scoring, scored nine points. Guptill’s lar Service.
Rockland,
Maine
field goal was the best shot of the
Coast Artillery Corps—Noel M. Mc
evening but Berry made a couple of Kenzie, Medical Detachment: Francis
pretty ones. also. Summary:
(17) Rockland
Deering (23)
............... Reed
Berry ................. If
... C. Record
Lamb ....i... rf
c ................. Flanagan
Seavey ..
lg ............... O. Record
D. Bailey
rg................. R. Snow
Guptill ..
Substitutions: Deering M. Bailey for
Seavey. Dickey for D. Bailey.
Goals from floor. Deering, Berry
Seavey 2, Guptill; Rockland, Reed. C
Record. Goals from fouls: Deering.
Berry 6, Guptill 2: Rockland, Flana
gan 13. Referee, Curran, P. A. C.
Scorers, Worth Deering; Greene. Rock
land. 'Timers, Gates, Deering; Smith,
Rockland.
Time,
four
10-minute
periods.
• ♦ ♦ •
Camden Loses Two
Lincoln A ademy boys' anil girls'
basketball teams played the final gain
ot the season tonight in Lincoln Hall
before 300 people. Both teams of th
local aggregation won from tile boys
ard girls' teams of Camden High
School, the boys getting the verdict
38-24, and the girls 12-7.
The boys’ game marked the end o
the Knox-Lincoln league, the top hon
ors of which again goes to Lincoln
Academy, making the third consecutive
year that the school has won the honor.
The summaries:
Boys
Lincoln—38
25—Camden
work or
S
Gray If.................................... If Ingraham
Stevens rf...................................... rf Ogier
the
poise
and
Marston c ....................................... c Smith
Francis lg ............................ Ig Stockwell
that
success.
Lltrns rg ......................................... rg Yates
Substitutions, Francis for Marston.
It not only helps digestion,
Andrews for Francis, Battecse for An
drews, Gerrish for Yates, Yates for In
but
the
graham. Goals from floor, Stevens 7.
mouth cool and moist,
Gay 2, Marston 3, Burns 3, Ogier 3.
Smith 2. Yates 3. Stockwell 3. Opals
throat
relaxed and
from fouls, Gay 8. Ingraham. Stockwell
2. Referee, Glid'den
Time, four 10pliant
the
at ease.
minute periods.
Girls
S
best
Lincoln—12
2—Camden
Jacobs If........................................ If Ames
can
comes
you
Jewett rf................................ rf Ingraham
Chandler jc..............................Jc Mayhew
wax-wrapped
Rive sc..................................... se Lermond
Kennedy lg .................................. lg Quinn
Dodge rg.................................... rg Emery
Substitutions. Hobbs for Quinn. Goals
from floor, Jewett 3, Jacobs 2. Ames.
Gouls from fouls, Jacobs 2. Referee.
Miss Jacobs. Time, four 8-minute peri
ods.

J_____
f
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After Every Meal

What wc have
eaten and how it is
“agreeing with us”
makes all the
diiierence in the
world.

In
gives
mean

play, WRIGLEY’
steadiness

allays thirst, keeping

muscles
and
nerves

WRIGLEY’ is the
be made and

1. Hyomei's germ-killing medica
tion is the only sensible and safe way
of treating catarrh. Goes right to the
spot. Breathed through the nose and
mouth. Guaranteed
satisfaction or
money refunded.
Sold by all drug
gists.—adv.
FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
ROCKLANO, MAINE

Every-Other-Day

Rockland, Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 6, 1923.
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I From the current Issue of the KnoxLincoln Farm Bureau News.)
The poultry men who hatched their
hicks early last year were the ones
who were getting eggs in November
ind December. All chicks should he
hatched before the first of May. Better
hatches will result and the chicks
themselves are stronger, developing
much faster than the later hatchej
ones. The broilers also bring higher
•rices erfrly in the spring. Many poultrymen are hatching in January stud
February and selling broilers in March,
thus getting the tup market price.
Plans should be made now for cleanng and disinfe ting the incubators
Spray the machine with 3 per cent so
lution of ereolin or other coal tar disin.’tclant. The lamp shoud also be over
hauled and before the eggs are placed
in the machine it should be given three
to live days' trial in order to regulate
the temperature. The temperature of
the machine should he about two de
grees above the temperature when filled
with eggs, or about 104 degrees.
Anyone desiring further information on
hatching and rearing ehicks should ap
ply to the county agent, Warren, for
Extension Bulletin 123.
The following egg production was
brought into the Farm Bureau office by
E. C. Teague. Warren. This shows the
egg production of the year old hens
which were culled during the past year
and also the. production of the pullets
during the months of November, De
cember and January.

November:
Birds
Urns .......... ... 212
Pullets .... ... 582

iOS
966
3933

per bird
4.56
6 74

Total .... ... 794
December:
liens .......... ... 197
Pullets .... ... 582

4899

6.18

851
6312

4.32
10.84

7163

9.19

818
4720

4.40
8.21

Total .... ... 779
January:
lints ........... . . .. 186
Pullets .... ... 575

Total .... .... 731
5538
7.36
* • * •
A mammoth incubator holding about
2600 eggs has been bought by Elwin
.-'eekins, Rockland.
♦ • « *
During the month of March meetings
will he held in the various towns <m
poultry management, accounts and
boys' and girls’ club work. Under the
p 'Ul’.ry management work will come
poultry feeding disease and housing
These are first subject matter meetii gs of the year, so try to attend. LmM
the date up an 1 make a memorandum
• t it. The county agent will be presnl at all meetings and will be glad to
give assistance to any farmer present.
The following is the schedule, giving
the date, tj-po of work, place and time:
March 8—Union, poultry manage
ment. Grange hall, at 10.30.
March 9—West Rockport, poultry
management. Grange hall. 10.30.
March 10—Waldoboro, poultry man
agement, Firemen's hall. 1.30.
March 10—Waldoboro, club work, C
N. Light. 7.00.
March 13—‘Warren, account meeting.
Frrm Bureau office. 1.30.
March 16—Jefferson account meet
ing. Grange hall. 10.30.
March 17—"Friendship, poultry breed
ing. Westerla-nd hall. 1.30.
March 17—Friendship club work. O
C. Cook. 7.00.
March 20—Hope, club work. Wallace
Robbins. 1.30.
March 21—“8’amden, club work. N. B.
Hopkins. 1.30.
. . • .
A good deal of enthusiasm is shown
by the club girls in South Thomaston
They were so interested in the first
problem, a sewing bag, that they
worked very hard and finished the bag
in one afternoon. Lillian Putnam, the
secretary of the club, sent in a good
report.
The children at the Mansfield school.
Camden, showed a great deal of inter
est in the sewing exhibit which Mrs.
Mixter had taken with her. The entire
exhibit, which illustrated variations of
ihe kimona pattern, had been made by
lub girls in the state. Among other
things there were babies' dresses and
rompers, girls' nightgowns, dresses and
aprons.
• • • •
The second testing for white diar
rhea has been made in the breeding
flocks of Foster Jameson. Waldoboro,
who had 269 birds tested, and F. M
Piper. Rockland, who had 209 tested.
The flock of F M. Johnson, Waldoboro,
is to be tested within a few days. This
will make three flocks in the county
that have had two testings. There are
it the present time only three flocks in
the state that are free from white diar
rhea and accredited. Poultry men de
siring flocks tested for white diarrhea
next -fall should make application at
once to make sure of the work. Write
the county agent. Warren for applica
te,n blank.
• • • .
The Home Demonstration Depart
ment announces this schedule of W’ork:
March 7—Camden Grange hall, food.
March 8—Washington, Masonic hall,
food.
March 9—South Thomaston. In-be' ween meeting, cress forms and housecleaning hints.
March 10—East Union. Grange hail,
food and planning meeting.
March 12—East Waldoboro, Mrs J.
A lthines, food.
March 13—Jefferson grange hall, in
l-< tween meeting, flowers.
March
15—Warren,
Montgomery
looms, Baptist church, food.
March 19—Friendship, Mrs. W. H
Palin’s, girls’ club meeting.
March 20—Fiuendship,
Methods!
vestry, food.
Mar h 22—Hope, in-between, dress
ft rms
March 23—Union, Methodist vestry
millinery training class.
March 24—Union, Methodist vestry,
millinery training class.
March 29—West Rockport, Grange
rail, millinery.
April 4—Union, in-between, millinery
April 5—Washington, Masonic hall
millinery.

HERE ARE TWO
OF THE “DOZEN AND ONE” ITEMS

Portland, me
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Sweetmeat

LINE OF

aisyBran
CANNED GOODS
EVERY ONE “A DAISY”

Peas, Beans, Pears, Peaches, Beets, Corn, Pineapple, Spinach, Etc.
Every item just as good as it can be. Get the habit of buying in '/2 doz., doz.
and case lots. Have a supply in the pantry, always.
The goods will cost
you a bit less, too; and you save possible inconveniences when company
comes.’’
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COURSE

BETTER SHIP

Capt. B. W. Dunton Trans
ferred To the Agwistone, a
16,000 Ton Craft.
H. L. Ingeson is in receipt of the
following letter from Capt. Benjamin
W. Dunton. who has lately been transrrtd from the steamship Agwimex to
the Agwistone.

POULTRY STUDY

strations aiding practical lines of poul
try husbandry, the subjects to include
hatching .and rearing of chickens, housii g. feeding, care, culling, breeding,
killing, dry-pieking, marketing, treat
ment of diseases and hundling of poul
try products.

A four-day poultry school will be one
of the features of Farmers’ Week al
the College of Agriculture. Two ses
sions will be- held daily, beginning
Tuesday morning. March 27, and con
tinuing until Friday noon. Members
of the college faculty and of the exten
Those small ads in The Couriersion service will Ibe in charge, and a Gazette are read by every body, That
number of poultrymen from oilier In
stitutions and Maine farms wWl assist. is why they are so popular and
There will 'be instructions and demon effective.

I will pen you a few lines as this is
about the first chance 1 have had, since
leaving Newport News. -On arrival
in Boston on my last trip. I w;as sur
prised to get word from my New
York office fhat I was to he relieved of
command of the S. H. Agwimex. for I
thought that I was to stay in that ship
for as long as I wanted to go. as she
was a tin" ship, and I seemed to he
getting along all right. But It seems
that the company had something still
better for me. That day Capt. G. T.
White came over to relieve me, and I
was appointed to command the fine
new ship Agwistone. lying at the yard
of the Newport News Shipbuilding Co.
She is a ship of 16.000, tons 517 feet
long 68.5 beamitwin screws; I. H. ’P.
3700. with a sliced of It knots loaded
on a draft of 27.4 mean.
We are now on our way to San
Pedro. Los Angeles, to load a cargo of
oil for an Atlantic coast port. We left
Newport News Saturday, Jan. 27. and
thus far have had fine weather very
warm, temperature about 76 most of
the time—ideal summer weather. I
think of you people there in Rockland,
when I ri ad The Courier-Gazette and
they tell about the “Rip-Snorter" of
snowstorms, and how Mayor Daggett
appeals to the public to get out their
shovels to help clean off the snow.
There is no snow to shovel here and we
have had none all winter, except for
one trip w hen we came to Boston.
We arrived at Colon Feb. 4, and came
through the Panama Canal, stopping at!
Balboa for fuel, ad to me it was a very
interesting to see how the pilots put J
the ship through the locks but it]
has nothing on
coming through
Eggemoggin Reach or Deer Isle
Thoroughfare for scenery; you can't
beat the Maine coast for that.
We have had it just like a mill pond
ever since we came over on the Pacific
side, and I hope it will continue all the
way up the coast. Yesterday we
passed the Agwibay. bound for Balti
more. The “Sea" and “Mex” are going
9. All druggists guarantee Mi-O- along ahead of me bound for San,
Na stomach tablets to promptly relieve Pedro. I am w ondering w hat became,
after dinner distress and indigestion of Dobbin he is not in the Agwisea, fori
Capt. Alexander is in her this trip, as I
or money back.—adv.
they told me when we came through!
the canal. I have no one who you I
know here with me. I don’t know}
SOLD EVERYWHERE
them myself. The chief's name is
Dverseen. He is an old timer in the
line. A Mr. Small is chief officer. Ii
expect Mr. Preston and Vander Hagen
are in the Agwisea. I will make some
changes when 1 get back North. Re
member me to Henry Wall. Ask him
-you use /ess
how the road to Appleton is.

Ryzon

The Great
American

beans

WITH PORK
l,e°NANT,PXTRieK&e»
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BAKING POWDER

I-

CHICK FEED
•N EVERYTHING
(or growing chicks and chicks grown up.
A line of POULTRY SUPPLIES of
unquestioned quality: Page after page
in our 1923, 180-page illustrated cata
log shows
INCUBATORS, HOVERS, BROODERS, FEEDS, ETC.

&
%4)
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Write today for your copy. It's FREE.
Kendall and Whitney - <5»l. 1858 • Portland, Maine.

ORDER SEEDS NOW
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KINEO
PIPELESS

FURNACES
■A

The newest thing in
House Heating
PRICES FROM

$135.00 to $185.00

lit 208

OUR PRICES LOWEST
EVER OFFERED
No charge for labor except
carpenter work. Any price we
give is complete except for
smoke pipe.

Call us for a
demonstration

Dt

Telephone 713

T

V F. STUDLEY

ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS

278 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

